ARLINGTON, TX • OCTOBER 24-25 *** Course Director - Stuart Kinard, Austin
14.75 CLE hours
DWI Trial (Arlington)* October 24-25, 2003/14.75 CLE hours

After Friday morning presentations,
Atlanta attorney William " Bubba"
Head demonstrates t he techniques
and strategies that have made him
one of America's best DWI trial
lawyers. The trial will also feature a
state lntoxilizer expert and an
officer from the Austin Police
Department. Don't miss this
opportunity to fine tun e your own
trial techniques. Space is limited so
sign up today!

Location : Arlington Hilton, located at 2401 E. Lamar Blvd ., Arlington, TX 76006.
Mail registration to : 1707 Nueces St., Austin, TX 78701, or by fax to: (512) 469-0512
Questions? Call (512) 478-2514 or visit www.tcdla.com

Registration begins at 8:00a.m.

A Different Seminar...
Observe a demonstration by the nation 's very best!

Attendee Name: _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ Bar Number : _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street Address: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ City: _ _ __ _ _

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24
8:45-9:30 am
Update on Mata - George
Scharmen
9:30-10:15 am
Field Sobriety
Testing - Troy Walden & Lance
Platt

State: _ _ _ _ __ Zip: _ _ __
Phone : _______ _ _ _ __

E-mail: - - - - - - - -- - Fax : _ _ __ _ _ _____

Current/New Member Registration Fees
(materials included)

By Oct. 17
$225

After Oct. 17
$275

Non-Member Registration Fees
(materials included)

By0ct.17
$275

After Oct. 17
$325

10:15-10:30 am
Break
10:30-11 :30 am
ALR Update - Lawrence Boyd
11:30-12:15 pm
But I Shall Rise and
Fight Again ... - Stuart Kinard
12:15-1:45 pm
Lunch (on your own)

TCDLA Membership Fees (renew your membership or join as a new member)
0 New Member (*see below) .............$75
0 Renew Membership.. ........... $150

...

Payment Options
Q Check enclosed (payable toTCDLA)
Q Visa Q Mastercard Q American Express

1:45-5 :00 pm
Trial Begins, Jury Selection

Name on Card

Billing Zip

(Break from 3:00-3:15pm)

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

SAJURDAY,OCTOBER25
9:00am
Trial Resumes

12:00-1:30 pm
Lunch (on your own)
3:00-3:15 pm
Break
5:30pm
Adjourn

(J

Please check here if you have special needs (dietary, mobility etc.) and we will contact you.

* TCDLA New Membership: To sign up as a new member you will need a Nominating Endorsement
from a current TCDLA member.
"As a current member of TCDLA, I believe this applicant to be a person of professional competency,
integrity, and good moral character. The applicant is licensed to practice law in Texas and is engaged
in the defense of criminal cases, unless a student or affiliate applicant. "

TCDLA Member's Name {Please Print): - - - ---- - - ---- - ---- - - -- - - -- TCDLA Member's Signature: - - - ---------------- ----- - -- - - - ---- - -

Destination Information
The seminar is being held at the Hilton
Arlington, located at E. lamar Blvd.,
Arlington, TX 76006. Rooms are blocked
at a rate of $89 a night. Call the Hilton
Arlington at 817/640-3322 and be sure to
mention the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association to receive our group
rate.

Tax Notice: $36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member) is for a one year subscription to the VOICE for the
Defense. Dues to TCDLA are not deductible as a charitable contribution but may be deducted as an ordinary
business expense. The non-deductible portion of regular and initial membership dues is $39 in accordance with JRC
sec. 6033.
NS
To receive a full refund, cancellations must been made in writing S business days prior to the program. Refund
requests that are received after that time will be assessed a $50 cancellation fee. No refunds will be given on or
after October 24th, 2003, however you will receive the course materials.
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Sprint PCS is offering a 15% discount to TCDLA members on its
wireless services. Existing Sprint customers can receive the
discount without interruption and new customers can receive additional discounts on equipment.
Contact Steven Morales at 512-344-4291.

E-mail Alerts on Recent Developments in Criminal Law.
The TCOLA network specialist will e-mail you about the latest
news affecting you, your practice and your clients.
To be added to either the general or capitallistservs,
contact webmaster@tcdla.com.

Viteconline is offering TCDLA members pricing advantages on everything you need to run your office, such as office supplies, equipment, and furniture. If you need it, they can get it to you at a low
cost and overnight. Contact Cora Fortin at 1-800-797-2969.

Motions Disk. New members are entitled to one free copy of
our State motions disk.

Hertz Car Rental is offering TCDLA members world-wide discounts
on all business and leisure car rentals. You will need the member ID
so call our office first and then call Hertz at 1-800-654-2200.
LegalEdge Case Management Software is offering a group rate to
TCDLA members based upon the number of people purchasing. The
company will also personalize the system to include the names, addresses, telephone numbers, and other biographical information of
every Judge, Court and investigating agency in the State of Texas for
the database.
Call Le Ann Horrocks at 1-228-872-8479.

Voice for the Defense. You will receive the only state-wide
magazine published exclusively for criminal defense attorneys.
Capita( Litigation Update. You can receive the only statewide magazine published exclusively for capitallitigators.
Strike Force. Whenever zealous advocacy results in threats of
contempt against you, the best criminal defense attorneys in
the state will come to your defense.
Directory. You will receive an annual membership directory
organized by county, city and last name.

Lois Law is offering a 10% discount to our members.
Call David Cross at 1-800-364-2515 x 2260 or
dcross@loislaw.com.

Members Only Website. As a member you have access to the
members-only section of the TCOLA website. The membersonly section contains hundreds of motions, briefs, a list of
expert witnesses, testimony of expert witnesses, and trial tactics.

La Quinta is offering a 10% discount to all TCDLA members. Simply
tell the reservations agent that you are with the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association or give the discount code (TCDLA) to get
the discounted rate.

Scholarships to TCDLA Seminars. Only TCOLA members can
receive scholarships to TCOLA seminars.

Subscription Services Inc. is offering up to a 50% discount off the
cover price of nearly every magazine printed for our members.
Call Marilyn at 1-800-289-6247.

Assistance with Legal Questions. You can e-mail a question
to the TCDLA home office and we will help you get your question answered through the assistance of more than 2000 criminal defense attorneys.
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About what do Justice William Rehnquist and criminal defense lawyers agree? That the
recent Department of Justice (DOJ) effort to control and affect the sentencing decisions of
federal judges is ill conceived and a threat to judicial independence.' Justice Ken nedy also
blasted the PROTECT ACT's Feeney Amendment 2 for in terfering with judges' sentencing
discretion. And Justice Scalia's prophetic dissenting opin ion when the high Court approved
the United States Sentencing Guidelines bears repeating.
"Thus, however well established may be the ' independent agencies' of the
Executive llranch, here we have an anomaly beyond equal: an independent agency
exercising governmental power on behalf of [the Judicial] Branch where all governmental power is supposed to be exercised personally by the judges of courts.
'foday's decision may aptly be described as the Hu111phrey's Executor of the
Judicial Branch, and 1 th ink we will live to regret it. Henceforth there may be
agencies 'within the Judicial Branch' (whatever that means), exercising governmental powers, that are neither courts nor controlled by courts, nor even controlled by judges. If an 'independent agency' such as this can be given the power
to fix sentences previously exercised by district courts, I must assume that a
similar agency can be given the powers to adopt rules of procedure and ru les of
evidence previously exercised by this Court. The bases for distinction would be
thin indeed." Mistretta I'. U.S., 488 U.S. 361 (1989).
The PROTECT ACT and Attorney General Ashcroft's enforcement of it place too much
sentencing discretion in prosecutors' hands. And if Ashcroft's practice of second guessing
and overruling seasoned prosecutors' decisions in the death pena lty arena is an indication
of things to come, it places too much power in one man's hands. General Ashcroft has overruled the decisions of federal prosecutors to forego the death penalty for select cooperating
defendants. Regarding which conduct Mar}' ]o White, the former lead fede ral prosecutor in
1VIanhattan, remarked: "It's very, very dangerous on its face, and it's troubli ng, because it
doesn't make sense from a law-enforcement perspective." 3
federal judges are nominated by the President, approved b)' the Senate and appointed by
the President thereafter. The care taken in their selection and approval is indicat ive of their
importan t fu nction as part of one of the three sepa rate branches of our govern ment. They
apply laws, determine whether they are Constitutional and resolve cases a nd controversies.
Their role should not be relegated to that of a bean counter, tall}'i ng up points to place
individuals on a grid which determines how these individuals will spend the remainder of
their lives. It is the judicial"}' which has, as a group, the credentials and autho rity to decide
what is an appropriate sentence in any given set of circumstances. And it is inappropriate for
federal prosecutors, or Attorney General Ashcroft alone, to decide a case for the Courts. Nor
2003

is it proper for General Ashcroft, by keeping track of judges'
downward departure records, to intimidate or chill judges in
the exercise of their independent protcssional judgement. However, this is precisely what the DOJ under the leadership of
General Ashcroft has set out to do.
The first salvo in the DOJ's effort to eviscerate the power of
federal judges came packaged in the PATRIOT ACT. It allows
sneak and peak searches, roving wiretaps and the subpoena of
tangible items without a showing of particularized probable
cause that a crime is being committed or traditional judicial
1·eview. Next ca me the excoriation of Judge Rosenbaum, the
Chief federal judge in the District of Minnesota, in Congress
where the House Committee on the Judiciary entertained a resol ution to subpoena his and hi s colleagues' records concerning
lawfully granted sentencing downwa rd departures. And then
came the PROTECT ACT with its Feeney Amendment. On each
occasion, the action taken has been unexpected and has not
been subjected to full legislative processes. The PATRIOT ACT
was passed without submission to committee review and without copies of the measure being made available to all members
of Co ngress. The Feeney Amendment was tacked on to a popular law intended to protect children from criminal offenders.
Laws and the component parts of our democratic form of
government m ust not be impaired by the "by hook or by crook"
actions of an unpopular senate candidate\ even if he did promise to uphold bo th the laws and the Constitu tion of the United
States. Judicial independence is crucial to the continued strength
and viability of the rule oflaw. judges temper popular but wrong
sentim ents and halt abuses of power. They also act as a check
o n the power of the executive and legislative branches so that
none is all powerful. T hus, the current attempts to, in som e
instances, eliminate judicial review a nd, with the PROTECT
ACT, intimidate and chill the exercise of judicial discretio n
threaten the balance of power and invade the province of an
independent judiciary.
These actio ns should be revealed for what they are, a dangerous and unconstitutional power grab\ and they should be
stopped by the very branch of government wh ich they threaten.
In a public speech Justice Breyer assured us that the high Court
would protect civil rights when it ultimately reviews the PATRIOT ACT. Similarly, in speeches before th e American Bar
Association, justices Rehnquist~ and Kennedy have criticized
the PROTECT ACT.713ut the Court can not stop at public criticisms. Whe n provided the oppo rtunity, the Court sho uld rule
to preserve democracy and the balance of power a nd ~trike
down these unco nstitutional laws. ll!!s
Endnotes

2

Congress had too Wl'ak a resolw to resist Attorner General Ashcroft's
actions for tear of being called soft on crime. "Ashcroft called the war
on terrorism ' the cause of our times' and, in a thin!)' \'eiled jab at Otter, warned that those who want to restrict the law 'would tip off the
terrorists that we're onto them ."' Ashcroft Taki ng Fire from GOP Stalwarts, i\·lore Wish to Curb Anti-'lerrorism Powers Br Dan Eggen and
jim VandeHei, I\'t!shillgtoll Post, Friday, August 29, 2003; Page AO I.
The PROTECT ACT contained the Amber Alert Law and other provi sions intended to aid the invest igation, prosecution and pun ishment

3
4
5

of persons who commit crimes against children. PROTECT stands for
Prosecutorial Remedies and Other Tools to end the Exploitation of
Children Today. llowever, a Republican Senator from Florida, Tom
Feener introduced a n amendment drafted by Department of Justice
staff members that allows Governmen t Appeals of d ownward departures g iven b)' federal judges a nd keeps track of those departures.
Ashcroft spurns staff, insists on d eath penalty, Th e Gm11d Rapids Press
(1\ug. 28, 2003).
john Ashcroft was defl'atcd in his bid for a senate seat b)' his deceased
opponent.
Apparently, it is not snft1cientto satisfy Attorney General Ashcroft that
one in one hundred and forty-three persons is imprisoned in the United
States. Gl'neral Ashcroft wants to discourage judges from gra nting
downward departures when sentencing offenders that deser\'e lower
sentences. Sentencing modification gains some unlikcl)' allies, Commentary b)' Cokie Roberts and Steven Roberts, August 29,2003, Nash t'illt! City

6

7

Paper.

Rchnquist stated that Ashcroft's efforts with respect to the Feeney
Amendment "could amount to an unwarranted and ill-considered effort to intimidate indi1•idual judges." Sentencing modification gains
some unlikely allies, Commentary by Cokie Hoberts and Ste\'CJJ Roberts, August 29, 2003 , Nashl'illc City Paper.
justi ce Kennedy also noted that mandator)' minimum sentences have
resulted in the length)' imprisonment of non-violent pctt)' drug offende rs while, through downward departures granted through the
exercise of prosecutorial discretion, more serious and seasoned offenders receive lower sentences.
"Our resources arc misspent, our punishments too severe, our sentences too long."
"In too many cases, mandatory minimum sentences arc unwise or unjust': justice Kcnnl'd)' quoted in Sentencing modification g<lins some
unlikely allies, Commcntar)' b)' Cokic Roberts a nd Steven Roberts,
Augu st 29, 2003, NasJn.il/e City Paper. The l'xistcnce of mandator)'
minimums is entirely and properly within the province of the legislature to decide. But, the attempt to limit the exercise ofjudici<ll discretion in granting lawful downward departu res b)' intimidation is not.

New Publication
Criminal Trial Strategy
Second Edition
by: Charles W. Tessmer
A classic that has been out of print,
Criminal Trial Strategy takes lawyers through
an entire case - from client relations to
examining witnesses to the appeal.
Mr. Tessmer, who passed away in 2003, was
the attorney of record in at least 16 cases in
the U.S. Supreme Court, 32 in the Fifth
Circuit and 97 in the Texas Appellate courts.
His insights will be a benefit to any
lawyer looking to improve his trial skills.
$30 for members/$40 for non-members
plus shipping costs
visit www.tcdla .com for an order form
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This past fiscal year (Septem ber 1, 2002 through August 3 1, 2003) has been a ver y successful one for TCDLA. The following is a summar y provided to the Board(s) at the Sep tember meeti ng. These successes are a result of board members, members, the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Educational Institute, local affiliates, f riends o f TCDLA and staff fo cusing their efforts, "'lb Protec t and ensure by rule of Law those individual rights guaranteed by the 'lexas and Federal Constitutions ... and through this cooperation, educatio n and
assista nce, to promote justice and the common good."
I wa nt to tha nk the entire Court o f Criminal Appeals for providing funds from the Judicial Training grants. I want to thank our local affiliates and local criminal defe nse bars. I
want to thank o ur partners who have provided us with so m uch support: Texas Defender
Service, especially John Niland, and the Center for America n and International Law Studies
and Mark Smith. Thank all of you for your efforts. This organization is very fortunate to
have the most professional and dedicated staff anywhere in the country. I thank them fo r
their sprit of commitment.
Let us now take up the challenges for the coming yea r.
TC DLA Annual Report
(September 1, 2002-August 31, 2003)
Number of seminars held
TCDLA web site
TCOLA 6
CDLP 28
To tal: 36
Visitors
138,932
Number o f Lawyers trained in seminars
1,271,583
Total hits
TCDLA I ,276 C DLP 1,606
Total: 2,882
Capitol list ser v hits: I ,503
Number of Course Directors
(includes posted questions and responses)
TC D LA 12
CDLP 52
Publicatio ns (total revenue exclu d ing semi na r
Number of Sp eakers
man uals)
TC D LA I 06
CDLP 204
TCDLA $23,653.89
CDLP $7,468.54
Death Pen alty CLE Hours Approved:
Number of com plimentary publicatio ns:
106.25 with 2.5 ethics
TCDLA: 114
COLP: 366
Capital Attorneys Trained: 300
Publications com pleted during the year (excluding
Membership Summary
seminar books):
lVlcmbership: 2,392
CDLP: "llasics o f Immigration Law fo r Texas
New members: 368
C r im inal Defense Attorneys," Lynn Coyle,
Renewing members: 2,024
llarbara Hines & Lee lhan
D ropped members: 477
C DLP: "Death Penalty Law a nd Practice in
Renewal Retentio n Rate (2002): 67%
"lexas," Steven C. Losch, 6'h Edition
Renewal Retention Rate (2003): 74%
Total Number o f staff emplo)'ed (full an d parttime): 45
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FEBRUARY, 2004

CDLP One- Day

CDLP Phone Seminar

BEAUMONT

OCTOBER 24-25, 200j -

fEBRUARY 18-21, 2004

TCDLA OWl Seminar

High Stal<es Defenses: Corporate and
Capital Litigation (White Collar Crime,
Death Penalty & Domestic Violence
Co-sponsored with NACDL

ARLINGTON

SAN ANTONIO

TCDLA

~~experts"

Seminar

H ousToN

FEBRUARY 27, 2004

One-Day CDLP Seminar
Nov~MBER 14, 2003

CDLP One - Day
ABILENE

BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION

MARCH 7-12,2004

Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute
NovEMBER, 2003

H UNTSVILLE

Immigration Phone Seminar
TBA

DECEMBER 4-5, 20<~j :

MARCH 26, 2004

TCDLA OWl
TBA

TCDLA Two- Day Seminar
D ALLAS

JANUARY, 2004 :

CDLP- Criminal Defense Advocacy
Seminar

JUNE 17- 19,2004

Rusty Duncan
Criminal Law Short Course
SAN ANTONIO

LUBBOCK

SCHEDULE AND D ATES SUBJECT TO C HANGE
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THE OTHER

\.Vith all the attent ion on the malpractice award cap and its effect o n the right to a jury
trial, little or no a ttention is being paid to another assa ult on the jury trial that went b efore
the voters thanks to the 78'h Texas Legislature. House Bill830 would amend Article 33.0 1 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure to provide that in the trial of a misdemeanor in the district
court, the jury shall consist of only six jurors. The amendment wi ll only be effec tive if the
voters approve a constitutional amendment allowing six person juries in the district court
in misdemeanor cases (At press time, the election has not yet taken place). One may ask,
what di ffe rence does this make? According to the House legislative committee report, we
are wasting money on twelve person juries in misdemeanors tried in the district court:
Current!)'• both the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure and the Texas Constitution
require all cases tried in a district court have a jury comprised of twelve jurors,
regardless of the class of the alleged offense. Class A orB misdemeanors requi ring
trial arc tried in front of a six person jury. However, district courts who routinely
and extensively try Class A and B misdemeanor cases arc still requ ired to use tweh'e
m ember juries, where only six member jmies are needed in other courts for the
same cases.

JoliN CAnnoLL

EDITOR'S

House Bill 830 serves as enacting legislation for a constitutional a mendment
allowing for misdemeanors tried in district courts to have six person juries. 'With
district courts trying these specitk cases in fro nt of six-person juries, thereby
reducing the number of jurors needed, this bill lessens the financial burden on
district courts.

COMMENT

The report makes it sou nd like the district courts are spending a lot of their valuable
time and money on DWI 1" offense, Class A assa ult and shoplifti ng trials. Isn't that why
there are co unt y courts, in every county? There is no epidemic of wasteful misdemeanor
trials clogging the dockets of the district courts; the reason a misdemeanor must hmd in the
dist rict court is because it involves "official misconduct': Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art. 4.05.
\Nhy is it that such cases go to the d istrict courts? Well, we've been told that it is to ensure
g reater proced ural protect ion for the accused:
[A] pervasive policy reason supports the treatment of wilfu l viola tions of an
officeholder's legal duty ... as official misconduct. State v. Denton, 893 S. \'\1.2d 125,
129 (Tex. App.-Austin, 1995, pet. refused). T he fact that the legislature placed
jurisdiction of cases involving misdemeanor official misconduct in the d istri ct
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court evidences a desire to afford increased procedural
protection to persons accused of such offenses.
Irl.(emphasis added)

lV1El\10RIALIZES

The House Committee Report's Analysis of the bill shows
absolutely no regard fo r the supposed concern for the procedural rights of those accused of official misconduct. ft makes it
sound as though the amendment to the constitution is to remove an antiquated, expensive and inefficie nt requirement that
serves no purpose. T his is nothi ng short of an assault on the
right to a jury trial. Without the twelve person jury requirement, we may as well do away with the requirement that official misco nduct misdem eanors b e tried in the district court.
The legisla ture wants to give the p rosecution in such cases six
guilty votes before the trial begins. No one seems to care. The
League o f Women Voters Guide to the Constitutional Amendments says that the amendment is d escribed as a "cleanup or
technical correction". By ignoring the previously stated reason
for district court jurisdiction of misd emeanors involving official misconduct in trying to push this amendment through,
the Legislature is not being completely forthcoming about the
effect of the legislation . ll!!J

CHARLES BALDWIN
QUIN BRACHJJ}'l'T
,JACK II. HHYAN'l'
PHIL nCRLJUSOi'\
WAHREX BUH~E'l'T
E?\ThiETT COLVIN
RLS'rY DCNCA~
C. At,TIIO~'Y FRILOUX, .JR
RICHARD W. IIARlUS
IC...~OX ,J()NEB
G1!}0HGE 1<'. LU<~lJE'l"l'E
DAVID A. !'\IX
Ol~OHG}<} HOLAND
CllA HLES TEHS.l\IER
DON H .. WILHON, ,JR.

WALDEN, PLATT & ASSOCIATES
IMPAIRED DRIVING CONSULTING & EXPERT WITNESS SERVICES

We Specialize in:
• DWI Consultation (Felonies & Misdemeanors)
• NHTSA Standardized Field Sobriety Testing
(SFsn Administrative and Scoring Analysis
• In Car Evidentiary Videotape Analysis
• Expert Witness Testimony and Technical
Reporting
• Performance Evaluations and Assessment
• NHTSA SFST Certification Training Courses
(SFST Practitioner & Instructor Certification)

Experience, Trust, Results ...

Walden Platt & Associates is dedicated to providing solid technical
expertise and assistance in analyzing facts surrounding persons who
have been charged for offenses arising out of being under the
influence of alcohol or other drugs. If you are seeking a professional
organization that can assess and articulate impairment indicators
and provide expert testimony on a wide variety of impaired driving
related issues then please consider our services for your next case
SFST Practitioner Certlflcation Courses
November 12-14,2003
Austin, Texas
SFST Instructor Certification Course
December 8-12,2003
Austin, Texas
Walden, Platt &Associates
219 North Main, Suite 406
Bryan, Texas 77803
979-822-3060 (Office)
E-mail: wpasso@cox-intemet.com

~

Waldon, Platt
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THE DoRTCH
PROGENY

"Routine traffic stop" sounds so mundane. Yet, it is from these everyday ofiicer/citizen
(or non-citizen) encounters that drugs are discovered, individuals are arrested and indicted,
motions to suppress are either granted or denied, the defendant or the government appeals
-and the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit continues to interpret the
fourth Amendment.
Las t year, the Court set out the parameters of what an officer may do during a traffic
stop:
... an officer can request a driver's license, insurance papers, and vehicle registra tion;
he or sh e may also r un a comp uter check and issue a citation. United States 1'.
Shabazz, 993 E2d 43 1,437 (5th Cir.1993 ). T he officer may detain and question the
subjects of a traffic stop during the time a comvuter check is being conducted.
United States 1'. Dortch, 199 F.3d 193, 198 (5th C ir.l999), opinion corrected 011 other
grounds, 203 E3d 883 (5th Cir.2000).

***
However, a Fourth Amendment violation occurs when the d etentio n ex tends
beyond the valid reason for the stop. Dortch, 199 F.3d at 198. Once a computer
check is completed and the officer either issues a citation o r determines that no
citation should be issued, the detention should end and the driver s hould be free
to leave. Id. Jn order to con tinue a detention after such a point, the officer must
have <l reasonable suspicion supported by articulablc facts that a crime has been or
is being commit ted. United Sta tes 1'. /o11es, 234 F. 3d 234, 241 (5t h Cir.2000 ); see also
\fn /ndcz, 267 F. 3d at 398 ...
U11 ited States 1'. Sn11tingo, 3 10 F. 3d 336, (5'h Cir. 2002)

F.R. "Bud<" FilEs, Jn.

FEDERAL
CoRNER

In August, the Court gave us the purposes for a traffic s top and what officers should be
doing during such a stop:
The primary law enforcement purposes for making a traffic stop of a moving vehicle
on a public highway are: ( I ) to verify that a violation of the traffic laws has occurred
or is occurring nnd, (2) to provide for the issuance of an appropriate ticket o r
citation chargi ng such traffic violation or make an a rrest of the driver based upon
such violation. In furtherance of these purposes, the police officer is authorized to
require the driver of the ve hicle to produce a valid driver's li ce nse and
documentation establishing the ownership of the vehicle and that required public
liability insurance coverages are in effect on such vehicle. During the process of
such a traffic stop, the police ofllcer making the stop may and should use his senses
of sight, smell and hearing to observe any other co nduct or activity which might
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constitute a violation of any other criminal statute,
but the officer must be able to articulate the specific
facts and circumstances which prompt him to be
suspicious of other criminal conduct before he initiates
any actions to investigate such other conduct.
United Stntes v. Brighnm, ___ F.3d __ _ , 2003 WL
' 21958026 (S'h Cir. 2003)
Brighnm is the latest in the Dortch progeny of cases. Texas
Highway Patrolman Conklin pulled Brigham over for following the vehicle in front of him too closely. When he approached
Brigham's car, he noticed that the passenger in the front seat
may not have been wearing a seat belt. For almost eight minutes, Conklin questioned the driver and three passengers about
matters unrelated to the traffic stop or to the vehicle which
Brigham was driving.
Conklin then returned to his patrol car and asked the dispatcher to run computer checks to determine whether the vehicle was stolen and whether there were warrants for Brigham
or his passengers. When the dispatcher reported that the driver's
license of one of the passengers was probably fictitious, Conklin
got additional information from him and furnished it to the
dispatcher. A computer check revealed that there were no warrants out for any of the individuals and that the vehicle was not
stolen.
At this time, Conklin made contact with local Nacogdoches
police officers who had arrived to provide back-up for him. He
told the officers that he was go ing to try to get consent to search
the vehicle; however, he would search it even if he did not get
consent because neither the driver nor the passengers "had
standing to protest."
Conklin issued a written warning for driving too closely
which Brigham signed. Twenty-one minutes after making the
initial contact with Brigham, Conklin began a conversation with
him which resulted in Brigham giving his consent for Conklin
to search the vehicle. The search resulted in the discovery of a
gallon -sized container containing codeine.
Brigham was indicted for possession with intent to distribute codeine in violation with 21 § 84l(a)(l ). In the district court,
he filed a motion to suppress the evidence. This was denied.
After entering a co nditional guilt y plea, he appealed. T he Cou rt
reversed the district court and remanded the case for the entry
of a judgm ent of acquittal.
Judge DeMoss authored the opinion of the panel [Circuit
Judges Jones (dissenting), Wiener and DeMoss]. This is something of a coincidence. Although he was not on the panel which
handed down United Stntes v. Dortch, 203 F.3d 883 (S'" Cir.
200 l ), Judge Delvloss authored the opinions in United States v.
jones, 234 F. 3d 234 (S'" Cir. 200 1); United States v. \fn/ndez, 267
F.3d 395 (S'h Cir. 2001 ); and United States v. Snntingo, 310 F. 3d
336, (5th Cir. 2002) .
In Dortch, jones, \!nlndez, and San tingo, the Court was conce rned with extended detentions after the computer check was
completed . Judge Del\1loss addresses that distinction:
We also recognize that so me of our previous cases
discussing the reasonableness of a detention focused

on the impermissi ble questioning that occ urred
toward the end of a traffic stop. Tn Shabazz, we noted
that 'the nature of the questioning during a later
portion of the detention may indicate that the
justification for the original detention no longer
supports its con tinuation.' 993 F.2d at 436. In Dortch,
jones and Snntiago, moreover, our emphasis was on
questioning that took place nfter the computer checks
returned. Although this case concerns a period of
questioning that occurred before the computer check,
we see no principled distin c tion between th e
circumstances here and those that have come before.
\'\'e cannot countenance an effective end-run, even if
inadvertent, around our recent precedent, which
extensive pre-computer check questioning on matters
unrelated to the justification for the stop ultimately
achieves. Obviously, if a police officer is prohibited
from extending questioning beyond the computer
check on matters outside the scope of permissible
reasonable suspicion, he is equally prohibited from
burning such time and intruding in such a way to
investigate an impermissible reasonable suspicion
before he initiates the check. Otherwise, the officer
co uld easily and completely circumvent the
constitutional guarantees afforded to individuals
detained during traffic stops simply by embarking on
such questionin g before the che ck rather than
afterwards.
Judge DeMoss also gave us guidance as to whether or not
questioning is related or unrelated to the purpose o f a traffic
stop:
To determine whether questioning is unrelated to the
purpose of a stop, we must exami ne the identifiable
reasonable suspicion that justified the detention. An
officer may take the time necessary to investigate such
reasonable suspicion, but when his questioning extends
beyond that reasonable suspicion, nnrl it lengthens the
duration of the stop, the detent io n is unreasonable.
The linchpin for analyzing th e reasonableness of a
dete ntion, th erefore, is th e scope of reaso nab le
suspicion, i.e., the reasonable suspicion that justified
the detention , rath er than the co mplet io n of a
computer check.
To date, there has been no en bane consideration of any of
the "exceeding the purpose of the stop" cases. In Snntiago, the
m andate was held and a poll was taken for en bnnc consideration; however, a majo rity of the act ive judges of the Circuit
voted not to review the case. Because of one sentence in the
opinion, there is a possibility that Briglwm just might receive
en ba11c review. Judge DeMoss wrote, "f11stead of promptly re-

questing n computer check on the driwr's licCilse or cm·'s papers,
Conklil1 begm1 to question Rriglwm, nsking him where he wns
coming ji·om muf the pu1pose of his trnvel." The en bn11c Court
may very well have difficulty placing this requ irement on law
enforcement officers .~
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PRESERVING THE PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE AND
PROTECTING AGAINST BURDEN SHIFTING:

REASONABLE DOUBT
by Clay S. Coma

One profound threat to the rights of our clients comes in the form
of malevolent re-definitions of formerly benevolent terms. Just because
courts continue using fa miliar terminology does not mean the terms
carry the same familiar and comfortable meani ngs. Some of our greatest shields are taken away from us by re-definition: what is considered
reasonable government action in 2003 would have been considered
jackbooted fascist thuggery not so ver y long ago. 1 Thus, the case law
rem ains superficially co nsistent as our protections su rreptitiously
evaporate. This allows total reversals in public policy to be euphemistically referred to as the "continuing development <1nd perfection" of
the law.
Over the last several decades (if not longer), the term "beyond a
reasonable doubt" has been continually yet gradually redefined, until
now it has reached a point where it is used to eviscerate the presumption of innocence and shift the burden of proof onto defendants. This
trend has been given free rein in the face of the CCA's decision in P(lll/so11
11. Stall!, e liminating standardized jury instructions on reasonable
doubt. Although the instructions eliminated by Paulso11 were greatly
flawed, since Pau/so11 the floodgates have opened wide as prosecutors
concoct increasingly violent attacks on the presumption of innocence
and the burdens of proof and persuasion through mischaracterizations
of"proof beyond a reasonable doubt."
Such misdefinitions arc intended to gut the presumption of innocence and place the burden of proof on our clients, implying that jurors must convict unless they have good, valid and substantial reasons
to doubt. This implicitly makes it our burden to provide the jury with
such good, valid and substantial reasons. Many of us have become so
accustomed to (if not reliant upon ) the standardized reasonable doubt
instructions that we have naively assumed that Pau/so11 created some
sort of definitional free-for-all. It d id not - but to date, only the defini -

Doubt grows with
knowledge
Goethe,
Spruche in Prosa, 1819
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tions given by defense counsel have been excluded. 3 \11/e need to
Jearn what the limits are and what harms arc done when the
limits are not respected. We need to recognize when the limits
are ignored, and then we need to fight to protect them.
THE GENESIS OF THE REASONABLE DOUBT STANDARD

Certni11ty Is Ge11emlly Illusion ... ~
Contrary to conventional wisdom, the reasonable doubt
standard was not created to protect criminal defendants from
improper or dicey convictions. Instead, the standard appears
to have its origins in seventeenth century efforts to quantify
the standard of proof legal philosophers referred to as "moral
certainty."5 Moral certainty was a level of proof to which every
unprejudiced person would give their agreement - such things
being "so certain as not to admit of any reasonable doubt concerning them." 6 Moral certainty was the standard of proof accepted in Colonial and many early American criminal courts.
However, as the nineteenth century began and the legal fiction of the "reasonable man"7 (in practice a species as common
as unicorns and dodoes) obsessed the minds of lawyers and
legal philosophers, courts increasingly stressed that jurors'
doubts had to be- what else?- reasonable. The rest of the standard- that a criminal conviction required a le\'el of proof to
which every unprejudiced person would give their assent- was
literally jetsam, a burden thrown overboard to lighten the load
upon the ship of State. This diminished the standard of proof
in a manner that was as subtle as it was thorough. Instead of
requiring proof such as would not admit of all)' reasonable
doubt, now jurors were inst ructed to convict unless they had
reasonable doubts. Thus, jurors were told to vote on probability (i.e., their subjective opinions), not on knowledge (i.e., their
objective certainty).
In 111 Re Winship, the United States Supreme Court embraced
the "beyond a reasonable doubt" standard without much consideration of its history. 8 The Court, however, stuck close to the
traditional meaning of the term by holding that it required juries to acquit until and unless they became convinced of the
guilt of the accused by "utmost certainty." 9 Thus, "utmost certainty" appears to be the only indisputable synonym for "proof
beyond a reasonable doubt." The Court found that the requirement of"proofbeyond a reasonable doubt" was integral to the
presu mption of innocence, and found both requirements to be
guaranteed by the Due Process clause. 10
THE BURDEN OF PROOF IN TEXAS

Tile Lmge Print Giveth; Tile Small Print Taketh A11't1)' 11
In addition to the federal constitutional guarantee, Texas
statutes mandate the reasonable doubt standard twice: in both
the Texas Penal Codc 11 and Texas Code of Criminal Procedure.'-'
Texas statutes, however, make no attempt to define "proof beyond a reasonable doubt." Texas jurisprudence has historically
depended upon a selective interpretation of the com mon law
for a definition of the term.
From the end of the Ci\'il \Var until roughly twe nty years
ago, Texas co urts instructed juries, in circumstantial evidence

cases, that a reasonable doubt existed whenever a reasonable
alternative hypothesis, incompatible with guilt, was raised by
the evidence. 14 Such instructions, awkwardly called the "reasonable alternative anal)'tical construct;' were forbidden by the
Court of Criminal Appeals in the 1983 case of Hn11ki11s v. Stnte. 15
The decision forbidding such instructions paved the way for a
brief experiment with a formalized reasonable doubt instruction in Texas.
It was believed that the withdrawal of the "reasonable alternative anal>rtical construct" circumstantial evidence instruction
left behind a vacuum, providing juries with no guidance at all
as to what constituted proof beyond a reasonable doubt- in
other words, what le\'el of proof was sufficient to justifr a conviction. This situation was temporarily resolved in the 1991 case
Geesn 1'. State. 16 In the manner of throwing a bone to the criminal defense bar and its clients, Geesa supplanted the "reasonable alternative analytical construct" with an instruction on
reasonable doubt, to be given in all criminal cases. This now
familiar instruction, memorized by many \foice readers, read:
A "reasonable doubt" is a doubt based on reason and
common sense after a careful and impartial
consideration of all the evidence in the case. It is the
kind of doubt that would make a reasonable person
hesitate to act in the most important of his own affairs.
Proof beyond a reasonable donbt, therefore, must be
proof of such a convincing character that you would
be willing to rely and act upon it without hesitation in
the most important of your own affairs.
In the event you have a reasonable doubt as to the
defendant's guilt after considering all the evidence
before you, and these instructions, you will acquit him
and say by your verdict "Not guilty." 17
PROBLEMS WITH THE GEESA INSTRUCTION FROM A
DEFENSE PERSPECTIVE

Just Think of the Tragedy ofTenching Children Not to Doubt. 18
The Geesn reasonable doubt instruction was considered a
gift by many criminal lawyers and law professors, but it is more
aptly likened to an extremely well polished trojan horse. lt fo cused the mind of the jurors not on whether there was 'Winship's
"utmost certainty" of gu ilt, but on whether any doubts the juro rs harbored were based on reason and common sense. It did
not define "proof beyond a reasonable doubt" in a manner
nearly as rigorously as the seventeenth century standard, a level
of certainty which leaves no room for any reasonable person to
doubt the defendant's guilt. In short, the focus was on the word
"doubt," when from a logical perspective the focus should be
on the word "beyond."
The Geesa instruction does not leave behind a single rem nant of the original seventeenth century concept of" moral certainty." Nor is there any residue from the standard of "utmost
certainty" adopted, albeit in dicta, by the Supreme Court in
Wi11ship. While many good lawyers found productive opportu-
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nities for argument as to what level of do ubt "would make a
reasonable person hesitate in the most im porta nt of his own
affairs," 19 the instructio n still foc used the jury o n testing the
doubt, no t testi ng the proof. In short, the Geesa instructio n naively assumed guilt, and left our side of the bar with the b urden
to create doubts - and we were required to prove those doubts
were good, valid and substantial enough to qualify as reasonable doubts (a nd not just "possible" d oubts), to boot!
Three yea rs ago, the Court of Criminal Appeals experienced
a change of heart, a nd (witho ut reinstating the "reasonable alternative analytical construct" ci rcumstantial evidence instruct io n) determined that Texas juries n eed no t be provided w ith
any defini tio n of reasonable doubt by the bench.10 The Court
determined that the Geesa instruction s were "red undant, confusi ng and logicall)' flawed."11 Holding that the better practice
is not to define reasonable doubt fo r juries at all, the Court
grudging])' held that should the prosecutio n and the defense
agree to the Geesa instructio n it would no t be erro r fo r a court
to include it in the court's charge to the juryY
RES PONSES TO PA.ULSON

An Ho11est Man Cn11 Never Sttrrender m t Honest Doubt.1.1
Since Paulso11, at least o ne Texas cou rt has upheld a trial court
rul ing sustaining a State objection to defense argu ments defi ning"proof beyond a reaso nable doubt" in terms consisten t with
the disapproved Geesa in str uc ti on . 2~ Because the Geesa inst ructio ns were rejected in Paulson, arguments in the same terms as
the Geesa ins tructio ns were impro per and were, accord ing to
the Dallas Court of Appeals, properly objected to when attempted by defense counsel. Specifically the defense was not
allowed to argue that the juro rs sho uld not convict if they had
doubts sufficient to cause them to hesitate in the most important of their own affa irs.
In contrast, another court of appeals fou nd that, although
objectio ns were wa ived to the following argument at tri al, the
argument itself was ha rmless when m ade by the State, as the
defini tion given was at worst mean ingless:
If you have a reasonable doubt, th en you fi nd him not
guilty. Of course, what is a reasonable do ubt? A doubt
- it's a doubt based o n reaso n and commo n sense. Yo u
are all reasonable people. Yon apply your commo n
sense to this, o kay? There is no t reason to doubt the
report of the officersY
T he above argument was none too subtly da mning to the
defendant. It says that the jurors do not have a reasonable dou bt
concerning the truth of the State's case unless they have a reason to dou bt the truth of the State's case. T hus, absent some
underm ining proof offered by the Defense, the truth of the
Sta te's allegatio ns arc to be assumed.16 However, even o n appeal, the critical objectio ns - that the State's argu ment was incom patible with the presum ption of in nocence and shifted the
burden o f proof onto the Defendant - were never raised.
I have fou nd no other Texas cases since Pa ulsa11 in which
objectio ns were m ade to arguments mischaracterizing proof
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beyond a reasonable doubt. However, cases in other jurisdictio ns exist in which instructions or argument has been upheld
that to be reasonable, jurors must be able to give logical and
sound reasons for their doubtsY Many courts have also disapproved of such arguments, altho ugh usually finding the erro r
harmless.28 The pernicious effect this sort of jury argume nt has
in shifting the burden of proof and destroying the presu mptio n of innocence has rarely (if ever) been analyzed by the appellate courts.
Texas prosecutors h ave made weak variants of these arguments for years, in reliance on Geesa. Geesa, by per versely focusing jurors o n the task of testing their doubts (instead of testing th e evid e n ce), ope ned the door to arg um en t s
m ischa racter izing the burden of proof and belittling the presumptio n of innocence. Because Geesa merely exacerbated a
trend tha t was not limited to Texas and pre-dated Geesa, the
Geesa opinion was not fou nd objectionable to the extent, in
retrospect, it sho uld have been.
However, when the Court of Criminal Appeals takes something that hurts our clients away, they often do so only to install som ething worse in its place. Paulson is not a n exception
to this rule. T here exis ts a danger that the demise of the Gccsa
instructio ns w ill exacerbate the pro blem with misdefinitio ns
of the standard of proof, allowing fo r increasi ngly creative arguments by the State as to how to gauge whether doubts are, or
are not, reasonable. VVe need to be prepared to recognize improper arguments on the burden of proof as they are made, and
to meet such arguments with appropriate objectio ns and rational arguments. O ur job is to refocus the jury towards testing the
sufficienC)' of the State's evidence, not the sufficiency of their
doubts. In that light, and as one potential tool fo r addressing this
issue, the following lvlotion i11 Limine is offered on page 17. rl!!l
Endno tes
I
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The USA PATRIOT Act, 50 U.S.C. § 1702(c), is but one recent nnd
ominous exnmple of metastasizing govern ment power. See I lamrfi 1'.
Rtuwjdcl, 316 F.3d 450 ('l'h Cir.2003) (d ismissing habeas petition of
US cit izen C<tptured in Afghanistan challenging militarr detention and
designation as enemy combatant); Global Ri'lief Fotutrlnticlll. 1'. O'Neill,
315 E3d 748 {7'h Cir.2002) (denring constitutional challenge to ex part•·
use of classified evidenre in legal proceedings); North jersey Merlin
Group J'. Ashcroft, 308 F. 3d 198 (3'J Cir. 2002} (holding closure of deportation hea rings involving INS detainees with alleged connections
to terrorism does not violate First Amend ment); J/nmrli 1'. Rllmsft'ld,
296 F.3d 278 (.J 'h Cir.2002) (denring alleged enemy combatan t
unmonitored access to counsel).
28 S.\\'.3d 570 {Tex.Crim.App. 2000)
Sec Rilly''· State, 77 S.W.3d 427, •129-43 1 (Tex.App.- Dallas 2002, pet.
ref'd)( upholding trial court's ruling disa llowing defense arguments
which misdefincd reasonable doubt).
Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Path ofthe Lnll', 10 Hr1111'. L.Rw. 457 ( 1897).
John Wilkins, Of tlte Priuciples awl Duties of Natural Rl'iigiou, (Richard H. Popkin ed., 1969) ( 1693).
ld. at 7-9, quoted in Steve Sheppard, The Mt•tamorplroscs of Rcasouablc Do11bt: How Clurngcs i11 tltc Burden of Haw \l'cakcrrcd tile Prcswuptiou of litrtoccuce, 78 NornE !Jr1~ 1 F. L. Rl·.l'. 1165, 11 79 (2003 ).
While economists have long recognized the inherent limitations in
the fiction of Homo Ecouowims, those schooled in the fine po ints of
the law stubbornlr judge the actions of others l>r the demanding standards of I lomo Ratiorurltts. Should anr member of the species actuall)'
exist, two things about him are easilr true: it is quite certain that he
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22

did not go to law school, and that he would not be so unreaso nable ;lS
to belie\'e in his own existence.
As any person of worldly experience would easily recogn ize, Homo
Rntio11nlus has been thoroughly extinguished and is of no practical
influence ;mywhere in the world, having been outmaneuvered and outnumbered by members of the preeminent species Homo Idiotiw s. The
Idiot, as Bierce so aptly noted, is "a member of a large and powerful
tribe, whose influence has always proven dominant and controlling in
human affairs." Ambrose Bierce, A De1•il's Dictionar)' (1887) Homo
ldioticus has es tablished himself as the master in the fields of contemporary politics, military affa irs, philosophy, business management, arts,
architecture, engineering, accounting, and jurisprudence, but has ne\·er
made a good plumber.
397 u.s. 358 ( J 966)
ld. at 364; but see Uogers l'. State, 795 S.W.2d 300,306 (Tex. App.-Houston [1 st Dist.] 1990, pet. ref'd )(finding l11 Uc \\'insllip's "utmost certaint>•" language mere dicta, and refusing to require the State to be
held to such a burden. The Houston court did not trouble itself with
any analysis o f the history or common law definitions of"proof beyond a reasonable doubt.") The Court of Criminal Appeals has never
considered the "utmost certa inty" language of In Re 1Vi11ship.
In Ne Winship, 397 U.S. at 363.
Tom Waits, Step Right Up (From the album S111nll Change ( 1976)).
'lex.Penal Code §2.0 I.
Tex.Code Crim.Proc. Art. 38.03.
For the histor)' and logic of this instruction, see Hankins ~~ Stnte, 646
S.W.2d 191 , 203 (Tcx.C rim.App. I983)(Judge Onion dissenting).
llanki11s l'. Stelle, 646 S.\V.2d 19 1 ('l'ex.C rim .App.l 983 ).
Gt•esal'. State, 820 S.W.2d !54 (Tex.Crim.App. 1991)
ld. at 162.
Clarence D.1rrow, quoted in Franklin Pierce Adam s, llook of Quotli tions ( 1952).
Paul Looney of Houston routinely argued "would you unplug your
daughter's life support, without hesitation, lwsed o n the word of the
State's witnesses, or would you wan t a second opinion?"
Pew/son l'. State, 28 S.W. 3d 570 (Tex.Crim.App. 2000)
lei. at 573.
This serYed the purpose preventing re1•crsals in cases litigate<.! after
Pe~ulso11 was handed down, but before anyone inYolved learned o f the
l'au/son decision.
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23 Walter l\·lalone, quoted in Berger Ev;HlS, DictiOIWI")' of Quotaticms
( 1968).
24 Billy v. Stntc, 77 S.W.3d 427,429-431 (Tex.App.- Dallas 2002, pet. ref'd).
25 llnrnes 1•. St11te, 2002 WL 373061, "' 6 (Tex.App.- Hous. ( 14
Dist.)( unpublished)
26 Cmwersel}'• it would be unobjectionable for the State to argue that it
would be unreasonable to doubt the report oft he officers. While doubts
are supposed to be reasonable, ther need not be premised on identifiable reasons.
27 Se e, e.g., Fluellen 1'. \l'nlkcr, 4 1 Fed.Appx. 497, 500 (2 nd
Cir.2002)( unpublished)( finding acceptable a State argument defining
a reasonable doubt as a doubt for which:
. . . you are able to giYe a reason or a rational[ ) explanation
which is based upon your evaluation o f the evidence or lack of
e1•iclence in the case. [If one juror were to ask another about the
reason for his or her doubt, then] that ju ror would have to
articulate, give a reason or a rational [ J explanation by pointing
to items o f evidence in the case o r lack of evidence in the case.)
See also Robbins 1•. Stntc, 532 S.E.2d 127, 131 (Ga. App. 2000);
Sulie l '. State, 522 N.E.2d 380,384 (Ind. 1988);
State 1'. I l'hipple, 476 S.E.2d 683, 687 (S.C. 1996); People 1•. Maldonado,
63 1 N.Y.S.2d 850,852 (App. Div. 1995), app. denied, 663 N.E.2d 1264
(N.Y. 1995); State 1'. Fcrol11, 534 A.2d 173, 176 (R.I. 1987). All these
cases approve ofinstructions requiring jurors' doubts to be articulable
to be reasonable.
28 Stnte J'. Banks, 927 P.2d 456 (Kan. 1996); State l'. lvferlina, 685 A.2d
1242 (N.J.I996(citillg State l'. \'aszorich, 98 A.2d 299, 307 (N.J. 1953));
State 1'. Boswell, 294 S.E.2d 287 (W.Va. 1982) .

Mr. Co11md recei1•ed his ].D. cum laude, from the Unil'Crsit)' ofTexns in
J 995alld his B.S. from Fm11klin Pierce College ill 1994. He is a slwre/10/dcr
with Lnmson .:>~ Loolle)', P. C., Houst011, Tcxns, nnrl the nutl10r of Jury
Nulli fication: The Evolu tion of a Doctrin e (Cn roli11n Amdcmic Press,
1998}. Mr. Co11md is a former staffrlltomcy ll'ith TCDLA, and is afrcqucllt
presenter at colllillllillg lcgnl edltcntioll scmi11nrs nnrl ncadcmic S)'lllposia
011 the jury system. He is 1Wtio11nlly rccog11hed ns n11 mcthorit)' 011 the histor)'
n11rl role of tire criminal trial jllr)'. lvf1: Co11md COIICCII tmtcs his practice 0 11
Stale and Fnleml criminal nppellnte litigntioll.

CAUSE NO. 2003-0666
§
IN TH E 666'h DISTRICT
§
§
COURT OF
§
§
DESPOT CO UNTY, TEXAS

DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE
REGARDING IMPROPER BURDEN SHIFTING THROUGH
MISCONST1WING THE CONCEPT OF REASONABLE DOUBT
TO THE HONORABLE JUD GE OF SAID COURT:
COMES NOW IDA DITT, Defendant, and hereby requests that the State be ordered not to characterize or
define the concept of "reasonable doubt" before the jury in such a way that the jury, or any memb er thereof,
would appear required to possess, articulate or identify, or the Defendant required to proYide, evidence or
reasons to justify an acquittal. In support he would show the Court the following:
l.
It is beyond dispute that in every criminal case it is the burden of the State to establish "proof beyond
a reasonable doubt. Werll'er v. Stnte, 87 S.\>V.3d 557,560 ('lex.Crim.App. 2002); jones v. U.S., 526 U.S. 227,232
(1999); 111 Re Whtship, 397 U.S. 358, 368 (1970).
2.
"Beyond a reasonable doubt" is a term of art cu rrently undefined by Texas law. 'lexas courts le;Jve the
meaning of the term to the discretion and interpretation of jurors. See Pnulson v. Stnte, 28 S.W.3d 570, 573
(Tex.Crim.App.2000), overruling Geesn v. Stnte, 820 S.W.2d 154, 157 (Tex.Crim .App.l99 1). Counsel for both
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sides are free, consistent with other rules of law, to define the term in a manner they believe assists their side.
However, in doing so, the State may not be permitted, either directly or through implication, to shift any
burden of proof onto the Defendant or to deny, disparage or belittle the presumption of innocence. See
Steve Sheppard, The JV!etfllltotphoses of Reasonable Doubt: How Changes in the Burdell of Proof Hal'e Weakwed the Presumption of Innocence, 78 NOTRE DA~IE L.R~v. 1165 (2003); Lawrence lvl. Solan, Refowsing the
Burden of Proof in Criminal Cases: Some Doubt About Reasonable Doubt, 78 TEx. L. REv. I OS ( 1999){criticizing standard reasonable doubt instructions because they "focus the jur)' on the defendant's ability to produce alternatives to the government's case, and thereby shift the burden of proof to the defendant.")
3.
While Texas courts are not required to instruct juries on the meaning of the term "beyond a reasonable doubt," the term is not entirely without definition. The term has been analogized to "utmost certainty" by the United States Supreme Court. In Re Winship, 397 U.S. at 364.
4.
Every Defendant in an American court is constitutionally entitled to the presumption of innocence. The United States Supreme Court has long defined the presumption of innocence as that bedrock
'axiomatic and elementary' principle whose 'enforcement lies at the foundation of the administration of
our criminal law.' Cofjllll'. United States, !56 U.S. 432,453 ( !895). The presumption of innocence assigns to
the prosecution the burden of persuasion. Argument or commentary that would indicate the Defendant
bears a burden to establish reasons to doubt the prosecution's case would eviscerate the constitutionally
mandated presumption of innocence and would shift the burden of persuasion onto the Defendant. The
term "proof beyond a reasonable doubt" does not require a juror, in the absence of identifiable reasons to
doubt the truth of the prosecutor's charge, to believe it and vote to convict. The burden of proof requires
that the prosecution provide proof beyond rational dispute; proof suftlcient to leave all jurors in a state of
"utmost certainty."
5.
Any argument attempting to define a "reasonable doubt" as a doubt for which good or substantial
reasons can be given, in these or similar terms, unconsti tutionally presumes the truth of the State's charge
and impermissibly shifts the burden of proof onto the Defendant. Under a presumption of innocence,
jurors must have more than good and substantial reasons to convict - they must have proof beyond a
reasonable doubt. The Defendant carries no burden. Jurors do not need any reasons (beyond their presumption of innocence) to justify a vote of"not guilty."
6.
The term "proof beyond a reasonable doubt" has roots in attempts to spell out and define the
common-law concepts of "moral certainty" and "finn conviction." See Sheppard, The J\lfetanunplwses of
Reasollable Doubt, 88 Notre Dame L.Rev. at 11 78-11 79. The use of the term "proof beyond a reasonable
doubt" does not imply that the Defense is obligated to raise, create, or prove the existence of reasons to
doubt the State's case in order to be entitled to an acquittal. Jurors in Texas are routinely and appropriately
instructed that the Defendant in a criminal case has no burdens, either of persuasion or of proof. Attempts
to characterize the reasonable doubt standard in a manner that places a burden on the Defendant are in
stark opposition to the jury's charge.
7.
The burden of the State is to eliminate the possibility of any unprejudiced juror having less than
utmost certainty concerning the truth of the State's allegations. A reasonable doubt exists whenever a juror,
through the exercise of good judgment (his reason) is less tlwn firmly convinced of the guilt of the Defendant. A juror needs reasons to be convinced of guilt. He needs no reasons to acquit, as he is required to
presume innocence. Absent "utmost certainty" as to the tmth of the prosecution's allegations, the presumption of innocence gives jurors all the reasons they need to doubt the prosecution's case.
8.
A reasonable doubt need not be based on any known reasons or discreet evidence. A reaso nable
doubt need not be articulable or explicable. Its justifications need never be justified to or validated by
anyone other than the doubter. A doubt is reasonable if a reasonable person, after hearing the State's case,
could be less than firmly co nvinced in the guilt of the defendant. Winship, supra.
9.
Any standard requiring that doubts be specified or articulated b elittles the doubts oflcss articulate
jurors and induces them to abandon their judgment and defer to the judgment of the more arti culate.
However, there is no rule in law or in logic that the most articulate or educated jurors are better finders of
fact. As Lord Chesterton noted:
Now, it is a terrible business to mark a man out for the vengeance of men. But it is a terrible thing
to which a man can grow accustomed, as he can to other terrible things; h e can grow accustomed
to the sun. And th e horrible thing about all legal officials, even the best ... is simply that they have
got used to it. ....
Our civilization has decided, and very justly decided, that determining the guilt or innocence of
men is a thing too important to be trusted to trained men. [When i]t wishes for light upon that
awful matter, it asks men who know no more Jaw than I know, but who can feel the things that I
felt in the jury box. When it wants a librar y catalogued, or the solaI system discovered, or any lril1c
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of that kind, it uses up its specialists. But when it wishes anything done which is really serious, it
col!ects twelve of the ordinary men standing around. The same thing was done, if I remember
right, by the Founder of Christianity.
G.K. Chesterton, Tremendous Trifles, 67-68 (191 O)(cited in Sheppard, Metamorphosis of Reasonable Doubt,
78 Notre Dame L.Re\'. at 1243- 1244).
I 0.
The least articulate jurors are every bit as entitled to their doubts, judgment and opinion as the
most eloquent. It is not uncommon for a person to find a witness less than credible based on the confluence
of such intangibles as arm positioning, lack of (or uneasiness in, or overly deliberate) eye contact, facial
expressions and mannerisms, shifting (or exaggerated steadiness) in the witness chair, nervous habits (or
excessive ease), tone of voice, and similar factors. A juror oflittle sophistication may have excellent judgment
in choosing not to believe a witness, yet be entirely unable to articulate a single reason why he or she did not
find the witness credible. Such a juror's doubts, although not based on any explicit or articulable reasons, are
firmly based upon reason and common sense. Such doubts not only justify, but may require, a vote of"not
guilty" in this case.
11.
The impermissibilit}' of any argument that tells jurors that they must have reasons for acquitting is
obvious- it is a headlong refutation of the presumption of innocence. A juror facing the decisive moment in
deliberations, after being exposed to such an argument, faces a perverted requirement. Because a reasonable
doubt has been explained to the juror as a doubt for which a reason must be given, the juror would seem to
be obliged to specil)' exactly what his doubts concerning the State's case are, and why they are reasonable. A
mere declaration that the juror is not convinced appears inadequate; it lacks the specificity suggested.
12.
Of course, if the same juror is simply not firmly convinced by the State's case, then according to the
presumption of innocence, the juror is supposed to entlmsiastically vote not guilty. This expectation may be
subverted by the tremendous imbalance in f~wor of the prosecution suggested by an implication that jurors
must articulate their doubts. Such an implication requires a defendant to convince the jury of his innocence.
13.
The burden to justify or provide "good and substantial" reasons for a reilsonable doubt places an
additional barrier before the juror who would vote against the prosecution. Such a barrier is different in
both degree and kind from any obligation upon a juro r who would vote for conviction. This burden grows
to constitutionally intolerable dimen sions with an}' suggestion that jurors must not only be reasonable in
their doubts, but in tact must give reasons for them (and by implication, be able to articulate, explain,
discuss, defend and debate such reaso ns).
14 .
A criminal case does not involve a level playing field- nor should it. It is a well known maxim that
our fou nders, following Blackstone, bclieYed " it is better that ten guilty persons escape than that one innocent suffer." Sir William Blackstone, Coiii/1/CIIfnries 011 the Laws of England, 1765- 1769. The burden of proof,
and the presumption of innocence, are set by the Constitution of the United States as balancing the scales
against the State to the degree our Pounders believed was appropriate. The State's desire to lessen their
burden, balance the scales, and even the playing field, are entitled to no respect from this Honorable Court.
Any arguments aimed at achieving such aims do violence to the Constitution and must be rejected.
I 5.
The Defendant, for the reasons given above, seeks to have the prosecution prohibited from arguing
that a reasonable doubt is a doubt for which there are reasons, or that the Defendant has not provided,
show n, demonstrated or proven any reason to doubt the truth of the prosecution's case, o r that the jury is to
focus on weighing their doubts, not their proof. These arc not proper or co nstitutionally valid interpretations of the term "proof beyond a reasonable doubt;' according to common law, logic o r history. All}' argument that a juror must be able to articulate, explain or defend his reasonable doubts shifts the burden of
proof and denies the defendant the presumption of innocence. A juror who views the evidence as such that
it leaves him with less than utmost certainty of the guilt of the defendant has a reasonable doubt, and is
required to render a not-guilty verdic t.
WHEREf-01\E, PREtvlTSES CONSIDERED, the Detcndant respectfully prays that this Honorable
Court gran t the foregoing motion in all particulars.
Respectfully submitted,

Masa Kist, Esq.
Strohkt, Kist, vVyppt & Tichled, P.C.
12 15 Nine Tails Way
Bondage, TX 73273-6828
State Bar No: 8002042222
Tel: 732-766- 11 53
Fax:463-859-6733
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(NOTE: Originally presented at the Advanced Crimi 1al
tow co urse 2003, July 28-31, 2003, i11 Dallas, Texa s)

I.

by Gary A. Udashen and Nathan Kight

~NTRODUCTION

Po1yg ·aph.evidence has a long I istory oflegal and scienti fic controversy in courts throughout
the country. J his paper examine the major case law in this area and illustrates the current
stat of the lr

of ptygraphs.

II.

OL'(GRAPH EYIDENCE- I VERVlEW
The first h ndmm}< decision a dressing the admissibility of polygraph evidence was Frye"·
U11iterl States 293 ~ I 013 (D.C. Cir. 1923 ). The issue in Frye was the ad miss ibility of the
systolic blood presst retest, an u1lsophisticated precursor to the modern polygraph. The Frye
court excluded the t st, finding the evidence was not admissible unless the proponent of the
,evidence sho \red that the science {nvolved with this test was generally accepted in the relevant
scientific communi1r from whicl it emerged. The F1ye test subsequently became the primary
standard for ?eterm ning the ad11issibility of scientific evidence throughout the countr)'. See
Sevilla, Polygraph I 84: 13ehind he Closed Door of Admissibility, 16 U. West L.A. L. Rev. 5, 6

i

( l984).
I
Following:Frye, f, r 50 years, v rtually every state and federal comt refused to admit polygraph eviden~e. In I 93, the Supreme Comt replaced the F1ye test with the sta nda rds set forth
1
in Daubert v.• Merre{l DoiV Plwrlwceuticnls, 509 U.S. 579, 113 S.Ct. 2786, 125 L.Ed.2d 468
(! 993,). Undef· Dmtbfr l, the prop r inquiry concerning scientific evidence is based on Federal
Rule of Evidence 702 and asks ' hether the scientific evidence is relevant a nd relia ble. The
pettinent faG\ors to Jonsider und r Daubert included, (I) whether the theory or technique on
which the tes(imony is based is ca able of being tested; (2) whether the technique has a known
rate of error i)l its app lication; (3) whether the theory or tech nique has been subjected to peer
review and publication; ( 4) the le rei of acceptance in the relevant scientific comm unity of the
theory or techniquel and (5) the 1xtent to which there are standards to determine the acceptable use of the technique. None o the factors was considered dispositive and the test was to be
applied in a flexible manner. Se a/so Kelly "· State, 824 S.W.2d 568 (Tex.Crim.App. 1992)
(adopting a similar test under Texas Rules of Evidence).
Following Daubert, sta te and edcral courts throughout the country began to re-examine
the per se ban on po\ygraph tests. The results have ranged from a sign ificant number of jurisdictions adhering to the per se n :le again st admissibility, while others relaxed their rules and
began to admit polygraphs in limited circumstances. In fact, the per se exclusio n of polygraph

)
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tests is now the minority view among the Federal Ci rcuits. See
U11ited States "· A&S Council Oil Co., 947 F.2d 1128, 11 34, n.4
(4th Cir. 1991) (noting that circuits that have not yet permitted
evidence of polygraph results for any purpose arc now in the
decided minority). New lVlexico has the most liberal rules and
generally admits polygraph evidence in the same way as other
expert evidence. See State 1'. Dorsey, 88 N.M. 184,539 P.2d 204
(N.lVl. 1975); New Mexico Rule of Evidence 11-707. At least
fourteen states follow a standard for adm issibility similar to
Daubert. See Peeples, Exculpatory Polygraphs in the Courtmom:
How the Truth May Not Set You Free, 28 Cu m b. L. Rev. 77, 11 5,
n.6 (1997-98).
In U11ited States l'. Scheffer, 523 U.S. 303, 118 S.Ct. 1261, 140
L.Ed.2d 413 (1998), the U.S. Supreme Court considered the
constitutionality of Military Rule of Evidence 707 which bans
the use of polygraph evidence in all court martial proceedings.
This rule was promulgated by the President in his capacity as
Commander-in-Chief. The issue in Scheffer was whether the
per se ba n interfered with the defendant's constitutional right
to present a defense under the Fifth and Sixth Amendments.
See, Chambers 1'. Nlississippi, 410 U.S. 284, 93 S.Ct. 1038, 35
L.Ed.2d 297 ( 1984) and Rock v. Arkansas, 483 U.S. 44, 107 S.Ct.
2704,97 L.Ed.2d 37 ( 1987). A four judge plurality of the Court
(Thomas, Rehnquist, Scalia, Souter) upheld the rule, noting that
there was no general consensus within the scienti fic communit y abou t the reliability of polygraph evidence nnd that the
rule provided a safeguard ngainst the admission of unreliable
evidence. The plurality opinion nlso found thnt a jury might be
unduly influenced into giving excessive weight to polygraph
testimony. Addit ionally, the Court plurality found that collateral litigation concerning the polygraph could distract the jury
from the more important issues of the trial. The court found
all of these governmental interests to be necessary nnd legitimate a nd, therefore, upheld Military Rule 707 against a constitutional challenge under the Fifth and Sixth Amendment right
to present a defense.
A fom j udge concmrence (Kennedy, O'Con nor, Ginsburg,
Breyer) agreed that enforcing Military Rule of Evidence 707
was not unconstitutional because there was continui ng disagreement nmong experts and courts rcgnrding the relinbility of
polygrnphs. However, these four justices argued that n per se

III. POLYGRAPHS IN TEXAS
The existence and results of a polygraph exa mination are
inadmissible in a cr.iminnl proceeding in Texas. See Te111wrd 1'.
State, 802 S.W.2d 678,683 (Tex.Crim.App. 1990) (court commits error by admitting testi mony regarding a polygraph exam ination which "lends a witness testimony more credibility");
Nethery 1'. State, 692 S.W.2d 686,700 (Tex.Cr im.App. 1985) (not
admissible even if parties agree); RobiiiSOII v. State, 550 S.W.2d
54, 59-61 (Tex.Crim.App. 1977); Lee 1'. State, 455 S.\•V.2d 316,
321 (Tex.Crim.App. 1970) (lie detector evidence not admissible
on behalf of state or defense). The exclusion owes its origins to
the evidence's inherent unreliability and its tendency to be und uly persuasive; at common lnw this rule wns partially based
upon the "general acceptance" doctrine announced in F1ye 1'.
U11ited Stn tes, 293 F. 1013, 1014 (D.C.Cir.1923). See Romero 1'.
State, 493 S.W.2d 206,209-11 (Tex.Crim.App. 1973 ); Perki11s v.
State, 902 S.W.2d 88,92-95 (Tex. App. - El Paso 1995, pet. ref'd )
(setting fo rth b rief chronological analysis of Texns polygraph
evidence law under common law and the Texas Rules of Ev idence) . It wns also based upon the rationale that there were
many potential sources of error in the test itself including the
examiner's competency, the jury's tendency to nccord the test
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rule of exclusion was not justified. Significantly, the plurality
opinion held that, " individual jurisdictions may reach differing conclusions as to whether polygraph evidence should be
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too much value, the Jack of standardization, as well as the diffi - because witness passed a polygraph was harmless where witculty of evaluation of examiners' opinions posed for a jury. ness was not the only witness and the matters about which he
Romero, 493 S.W.2d at 210-11 . The exclusion of polygraph evi- testified were not crucial; distinguishing cases where the State's
dencc has been found not to infringe on a defendant's Sixth key witness's testimony was bolstered by polygraph evidence);
Amendment right to present a defense because of its question- Kugler 1'. Stnte, 902 S.W.2d 594, 597 (Tex. App. - Houston [I
able reliability and its tendency to replace the jurors as the tri- Dist.]l995, pet. ref'd.) (finding trial court erred by not granters of the facts. Perki11s, 903 S.W.2d at 93-97. Failure to object ing motion for mistrial because instruction to disregard could
to the introduction of a polygraph evidence has been found to not cure harm stemming from introduction of evidence that
be ineffective assistance based on the consistency of Texas law defendant refused to st•bmit to a polygraph examination, efin finding it inadmissi ble. Cardenas 1'. State, 960 S.\<\'.2d 941 fectively bolstering the sole eye witness's identification of de(Tex. App.- Texarkana 1998, pet. ref'd.).
fendant as the attacker).
'vVith the enactment of the rules of evidence, Texas Rule of
Evidence 702 became the relevant governing authority. Perkins, IV. POLYGRAPHS IN THE FEDERAL COURTS
"Circuits that have not yet permitted evidence of polygraph
902 S. W.2cl at 93. However, Rule 702 has been interpreted to
likewise exclude polygraph evidence. See id. The courts have results for any purpose are now the decided minority." United
also refused to reconsider the ban in light of Kelly 1'. State, 824 States 1'. A&S Council Oil Co., 947 F.2d 11 28, 1134 n.4 (4'h Cir.
S.W.2d 568 (Tex.Crim.App. 1992). See, e.g., Landrum 1'. State, 1991).
977 S.W.2d 586 {Tex.Crim.App. 1998) (Meyers,]., dissenting,
joined by Judge Price, argued that the per se ban on polygraph
Fifth Circuit
evidence should be reconsidered in light of Kelly and Hartma11
In United States v. Posada, 57 F.3d 428 (5th Cir.l995), the
1'. State, 946 S.W.2d 60 (Tex.Crim.App. 1997) which held that
Fifth Circuit overturned its per se rule against admission of
scientific evidence which is shown to be relevant and reliable is polygraph evidence. The Court decided to "remove the obstacle
admissible under Tex. Rules of Evid. 702); Hemaodez 11. State, of the per se rule" because it was based on outdated concepts
10 S.W.3d 812,818 ('lex.App.- Beaumont 2000, pet. ref'd ) (fol- about the polygraph's technical ability and legal precedent which
lowing Court of Criminal Appeals refusal in Landrum to re- had been overruled by the Court (namely Daubert's overruling
consider the per se ban in light of Kelly). Nevertheless, the in- of F1ye). In its opinion, the Court also noted that in recent years
termediate courts of appeals continue to wrestle with the ad- its view of polygraph evidence had "expanded somewhat":
See Ben11ett, 883 F.2d at 405-06 (magistrates may
missibility of polygraph results and related issues. See Bradley
consider polygraph evidence when determining
1'. State, 48 S.\'V.3d 437, 443, n.4 ('lex.App. -Waco 2001, pet.
ref'd) (collecting cases); Hall I'. State, 970 S.W.2d 137, 142 (Tex.
whether probable cause to issue an arrest warrant
exists); United States v. Lilldel/, 881 F.2d 13 13, 1326
App.- Amarillo 1998, pet. ref'd) (noting that whether to modify
(5th Cir.l989) (" [ i] mpeachment evidence includes the
the per se ban falls within the purview of the Court of Criminal Appeals).
results of a polygraph test" for purposes of the Brad)'
The rule is the same whether the evidence is offered by the
rule), cert. denied sub 110111. Kinnear 1'. United States>
State or the defendant. See Castillo 1'. Stn te, 739 S.W.2d 280,293
493 U.S.l087, 110 S.Ct. 11 52, 107L.Ed.2d l056 (1993).
Jn 1980, twelve judges of this court agreed that whether
(Tex.Crinu\pp. 1987). Nor will a stipulation render the results
admissible; the rationale of the rule being that a stipulation
polygraph was generally accepted would be subject to
will not render the test more reliable. Nethery, 692 S.W.2d at
reconsideration given a proffer tending to show that
700; Fema11dez 1'. State, 564 S.W.2d 771, 773 (Tex.Crim .App.
polygraph technique had improved in the years si nce
[Panel Op.]l978); Romero, 493 S.\<\'. 2d at 212-13 . However, the
Frye. United States 1'. Clark, 622 F.2d 917, 917 (5th
invited error doctrine applies, and so, the door may be opened
Cir.l980) (en bane) (Gee,J.,concurring),cert. denied,
to polygraph evidence. See Lucas 11. Stnte, 479 S.W.2d 314, 315
449 U.S. 1128, 10 I S.Ct. 949, 67 L.Ed.2d 116 {1981 ).
In 1984, we recognized the considerable controversy
(Tex.Crim.App.l972} (testifying defendant misled the jury rega rding the results of a polygraph exa m opening the door to
surrou nding our circuit's continued adherence to a per
rebuttal testimony); Patters0/11'. State, 633 S.\'V.2d 549 (Tex. App.
se rule against polygraph evidence, but co ncluded that
- Houston [14th Dist.] 1982, no pet.) (defendant convinced
en bane consideration would be required to change
the trial judge that polygraph results were admissible in nonour existing precedent. Barrel of Fun, Inc. 1'. Stale Farm
jury trials and presented evidence of favorable results, opening
Fire & Cns. Co., 739 F.2d 1028, 1031 n. 8 (5th Cir. l984).
After Daubert, a per se rule is not viable. Because no
door to the State's admission of rebuttal polygraph evidence);
see nlso Hoppes 1'. State, 725 S.W.2d 532, 536 (Tex. App. - Houspanel has squarely addressed the issue of polygraph
admissibility since Daubert, en bane consideration is
ton [I Dist.]l987, no pet.) (noting existence of open door exnot required for this decision.
ception to per se ban on polygraph evidence).
The erroneous admission of polygraph evidence is error
Id. at 433. Concerning technological advances, th e Circuit
subject to harmless erro r analysis. Case law indicates that un - further noted that modern research indicates a seventy to ninety
less the polygraph evidence bolsters the State's key witness, the percent accuracy rate.Jd. at 434.
error will be deemed harmless. See 1ennnrd, 802 S.W.2d 678
The Co urt prescribed a three-step inqniry: (I) the Court
(finding admission of evidence that officer believed witness determin es whether the eviden ce is relevant and reliable pur-
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suant to Daubert; (2), the Court determines whether the evidence will assist the trier of fact in determinin g a tact at issue;
and (3) the court must decide if the evidence has an unfairly
prej udicial effect that would substantia lly outweigh its probative value under Rule 403. hi. at 32-35. In United Sta tes 1'.
Do111inguez, 902 F.Supp. 737 (S. D. Tex. I 995), the Southern District pro mulgated several factors to consider in making this
particular balance:
I) That all parties be present to observe the proceedings.
2) That there be a legal commitment irrevocably allowing
the admission of the results by both sides.
3) T hat the subject commit to be exa mined by any polygraphic expert d esignated by the other side.
4) When more than one exam is contemplated, the choice
of the first examiner take place by chance.
5) That the pre-test interview be allowed by all sides with all
sides present.
6) That the post-test interview be allowed by all sides with
all sides presen t.
7) That immediately prior the test the subject be examined
for any sedative or drugs in his body.
8) That the rules that do not admit character evidence for
truthfulness be legally waived.
9) That no questions be permitted to the mental state o f the
defendant at the time of the alleged commission of the event.
I 0) The failure of the Defendant to make himself available
to testify in the case should also be a consideration.

Id.
C ircui t cases <Jfter the Posada decision hilve both rejected
and condoned admission of the polygraph. Compare United
States J( Pettigre11~ 77 F.3d 1500, 1514 (5'h Cir. 1996) (finding no
abuse of discretion in district court's exclusion of polygraph
evidence); United States 1'. Zertuche-Tobias, 953 f. Supp. 803,
807 (S.D. Tex. 1996) (citing problems with both reliability and
m ethodology and not ing failure to comply with Do111inguez
safeguards); ll'ith Gibbs 1'. Gibbs, 210 F.3d 491,500 (5'h Cir. 2000)
(concluding tha t polygraph evidence was properly admitted in
bench trial); Ulmer 1'. State fnr111 Fire 6 Cas. Co. , 897 F. Supp.
299 (W.D. La. 1995) (holding that polygraph tests admi nistered
by certified polygraphist at request of investigator for state fire
marshal's office were admissible in jury trial on insureds'
claims). T he Northern District has nevertheless recently indicated that the age-old suspicion of polygraph eviden ce remains.
See Tittle 1'. Rai11es, 231 F. Supp.2d 537, 552 (N.D. Tex. 2002)
(not ing that"[ t] here is nothing sacrosanct or magical about a
pol)'graph, and its reliability or effectiveness has not gai ned
universal acceptance.").
First Circuit

United Stntes 1'. Black, 78 F. 3d 1 ( I" Cir. 1996) (finding no
error in admission of evidence learned during polygraph examination).
United Sta tes 1'. Santiago-Gonzalez, 66 t.3d 3 (1 " Ci r. 1995)
(polygraph results used in sentencing).

Second Circuit- Dual Hurdles of 702 , , . 403; Admissible
for Other Purposes
United Sta tes v. Kwo11g, 69 F.3d 663 (2d C ir. 1995) (refusi ng
to find polygraph evidence adm issible under rule 702 because
it was unlikely the specific testimo ny at issue would assist the
trier of fact; nonetheless, the Court conducted a Rule 403 analysis and concluded tha t even if the testimon)' was admissible
under 702 it wo uld be precluded under Rule 403 because the
ambiguous questions posed dangers of confusi ng and misleading the jury); see also lvleyers v. ArCIIdi, 947 F.Supp. 581,584 (D.
Conn. 1996) (analyzing admissibility of polygraph evidence
under Daubert, finding evidence not adm issible because technique employed was not reliable and also finding evidence inadmissible under Rule 403 noting that the prosecution was not
notified of the polygraph aforet ime and the evidence was to be
adduced before a jury and not a judge); United States v. Lech,
895 F. Supp. 582,585 (S.D.N.Y. 1995} (refusing to admit polygraph evidence under federal Rule of Evidence 403); see also
United Stntes 1'. Black, 831 E Supp. 120, 123 (E.D.N.Y. 1993)
(holding that nothing in Daubert affected the ratio nale of previous Second Circuit decisions that held polygraph tests not
suffici ently reliable to wa rrant adm issibility). Bert see United
States v. lvtessinn, 131 F.3d 36 (2d Cir. 1997) (polygraph results
used at sentencing); United States I( Bellomo, 944 F. Supp. 1160,
1163 (S.D. N.Y. I 996) (allowing polyg raph evidence in a bail
hearing).
Third Circuit

United States 1'. ]oilnson, 816 F.2d 918, 923 (3rd Ci r. l 987)
(evidence that defendant failed pol)•graph test prior to confessing to the crime is admissible to rebut defendant's subsequen t
claim that his confession was coerced).
Fourth Circuit- Upholding the Per Se Ban
The fourth Circuit, while recognizing its position in the distinct minority, has continued in recent years to reaffirm its rule
of per se exclusion rigidly relyi ng upon p recedent. See United
States 1'. Prince-Oyibo, 320 F. 3d 494 (4'h Cir. 2003 ); United States
1'. Rrrile, 191 E3d 376,388 & n.9 (4th Cir.l999); United States 1'.
Smrclrez, 118 F. 3d 192 (4th Cir. 1997) (maintaining p er se exclusion in post-Da ri/J(:rt era in accord with pre-Dmrbert decisions); United Stales 1~ Toth, 9 1 E3d 136 (4th Cir. 1996) (not
designated for publication) (per curiam) (stat ing that "ci rcuits
' that have not yet permitted evide nce of polygraph results for
any purpose are now in the decided minority."'). But see United
States v. I\6S Council Oil Co., 947 F.2d 1128, 1133-35 and n.4
(4th Cir.l991 ) (affi rming per se exclusion ru le but find ing polygraph evidence may be admitted to challenge credibility of expert who "must have necessarily discounted" polygraph results).
Sixth Circuit- Case by Case
U11ited States v. Blnkene)', 942 F.2d I 001, I 014 (6th Ci r. l 991)
(holding that distr ict court has discretion to admit polrgraph
evidence where its r elevant and probative value outweighs its
prejudicial effect).
In Wolfe/ v. Holbrook, 823 f.2d 970 (6th Cir.l987), cert. deflied, 484 U.S. 1069, 108 S.Ct. 1035,98 L.Ed.2d 999 (1988), we
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modified the per se rule stating, "[g]enerally, in the absence of
an agreement and/or stipulation between the parties to the conEighth Circuit
The Eighth Circuit has condoned the admission of polytrary, results of polygraph examinations are inadmissible into
evidence." !d. at 972 (citations omitted). The Wolfe/ court pro- graph evidence, but only upon the parties' stipulation. Sec Housvided that in limited circumstances polygraph-related evidence ton I'. l.ocklwrt, 982 F.2d 1246,125 1-52 (8th Cir.1993); United
may be admissible if it is relevant to the proof established by States v. Britt, 917 F.2d 353, 361 (8th Cir.l990), cert. denied, probative evidence. !d. (citing M111phy v. Cincinnati Ins. Co., U.S.--, Ill S.Ct. 971 ( 1991); Anderson v. United States, 788
772 F.2d 273 (6th Cir.1985)). In these limited circumstances, F.2d 517,519 (8th Cir.l986). But see United Sta tes 11. Willimns,
the decision to admit polygraph related evidence rests within 95 F.3d 723, 729-30 (8th Cir.l996) (implying that polygraph
the district court's sound discretion. !d. The district court's in- evidence that has not been stipulated to may be admissible
quiry consists of whether the evidence is relevant and whether pursuant to Daubert if trial court finds that such evidence satits probative value outweighs its prejudicial effect. Jd. The dis- isfies rule 403 of federal Rules of Evidence).
United States 11. Weekly, 11 8 F.3d 576 (8'h Cir. 1997) (polytrict court in the instant case determined that the facts did not
present an unusual case warranting the introduction of there- graph evidence in play at sentencing).
sults of the polygraph test.
Ninth Circuit
United States v. Sherlin, 67 F.3d 1208, 1216-17 (6th Cir. 1995)
United States v. Stein,l27 f. 3d 777 (9'h Cir. 1997) (polygraph
(unstipulated polygraph evidence was generally inadmissible)
United States v. Scarborough, 43 F.3d 1021, 1026 (6th Cir. evidence used in sentencing).
United States v. Cordoba, 104 F.3d 225 (9th Cir. 1997) (re1994) (polygraph evidence is generally inadmissible because
of inherent unreliability but also noting that evidence of a manding to determine admissibility of polygraph in light of
party's willingness to submit to a polygraph is admissible at the Dattbert, noting per se rule inconsistent with Daubert).
United States 1'. Crttlllb)', 895 F. Supp. 1354 (D. Ariz.1995)
discretion of the trial court)
Conti v. Commissioner, 39 F.3d 658, 663 (6th Cir. 1994) (hold- (allowing admission of favorable results where defendant testiing polygraph evidence inadmissible in a tax evasion case and fies and is impeached by the Government).
applying the pri nciple that unilaterally obtained polygraph eviToussaint 1'. McCarthy, 926 F.2d 800, 802-03 (9th Ci r.1 990),
cert.
denied, - U.S. - -, 112 S.Ct. 213 (1991) (admissible in
dence is rarely admissible under Federal Rule of Evidence 403)
prison
disciplinary proceedings; prison officials may use polyUnited States v. Wei11er, 988 F.2d 629, 633 (6th Cir. 1993)
(recognizing polygraph evidence as ordinarily inadmissible, graph evidence to determine if prisoners have given up ga ng
affiliation and are eligible for release from segregation)
although permitting it under the circumstances of the case).
United States v. Millet; 874 F.2d 1255, 1261 (9th Cir.1989)
(polygraph
evidence might be admissible for a limited purpose
Seventh Circuit
United States v. Pulido, 69 F.3d 192, 205 (7th Cir. 1995) unrelated to the substantive correctness of the results of the
(adopti ng balancing test for admissibility).
polygraph examinat ion) .
United States v. Dillar, 43 F.3d 299 (7'h Cir. 1994) (finding
United States v. Bowen, 857 F.2d 1337, 1341 (9th Cir.1988)
court did not abuse discretion in limiting cross-examination (polygraph evidence admissible only to establish that examito witness's answers to polygraph questions).
nation was given in cases where this fact is relevant regardless
United States v. Figueroa, 15 F. 3d 706 (7'" Cir. 1994) (counsel of result; evidence is not admissible to prove truth of statements
not ineffective for failing to prevent admission of defendant's made during the examination).
failed polygraph test where counsel sought to use testimony
offensively).
Tenth Circuit
United States 1'. Call, 129 F.3d 1402, 1405 (lOth Cir. 1997)
United States v. Pitz, 2 F.3d 723 (7' 11 Cir. 1993) (finding reliance upon polygraph, inter alia, in sentencing was not im- (finding per se exclusion rule inconsistent with Daubert).
proper).
United States 11. Walters, 89 F. Supp.2d 1206, 1209 (D. Kan.
Dillard 1'. Lane, No. 87 C 4633, 1991 WL 127604 at 6 (N. 2000) (reciting in fact statement that "Ultimately, and particuD. Ill. July 5, 1991) (Rovner, J.) (" it is now settled, at least in the larly in light of the parties' stipulation, the court permitted the
Seventh Circuit, that polygraph examinations are admissible government to introduce evidence regarding the polygraph
in prison disciplinary proceedings, and that polygraph results examinations, including the results of that examination.").
United States v. Galbreth, 908 F. Supp. 877, 896 (D.
may be used to corroborate vital testimony or other evidence")
(citations omitted).
N.M.,I995) ("[T)he Court finds that the expert opinion testiUnited States 1'. Smith, 869 F.2d 348,353 (7th Cir. 1989) (stat- mony regarding the polygraph results of Defendant Galbreth
ing rule that admissibility of polygraph evidence lies within trial is admissible. However, because the evidentiary reliability of
court's discretion).
opinion testimony regarding the results of a particular polyUnited States v. Kampiles, 609 F.2d 1233, 1245 (7th graph test is dependent upon a properly conducted examinaCir.1979)(pre-Daubert; evidence that defendant failed poly- tion by a highly qualified, experienced, and skillful examiner,
graph test prior to confessing to the crime is admissible to re- nothing in this opi nion is intended to reflect the judgment that
but defendant's subsequent claim that his confession was co- polygraph results are per se admissible.")
erced), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 954, 100 S.Ct. 2923 ( 1980).
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U11ited Stntes 1•. Hn/1, 805 F.2d 1410, 1416 (lOth Cir.l986)
(polygraphs not admissible to show that witness was telling the
truth, but only for the limited purpose of establishing why police did not conduct a more complete investigation when the
thoroughness of the investigation has been questioned).
Eleventh Circuit

Unitetl Stntes v. Toknrs, 95 F.3d 1520, 1536 (IJ'h Cir. (Ga.)
1996) (finding no error in admission of th e polygraph exa m
where "The polygraph was not intro duced to prove that
Lawrence told the Secret Service the truth, but to prove that
Lawrence ha d b ee n d eceptive and that Tokars was so in formed.").
U11ited Stflfes 1'. Pculilfa, 908 F. Supp. 923 (S. D. Fla.l995)
(h olding polygraph evidence admissible at trial to support challenged defendant's credibility ).
U11ited States 1'. Piccittotlllfl, 885 F.2d 1529, 1535 (lith
Cir.l989) (landmark case providing for pol )'graph admission
under specific circumstances; polygraph admissible when both
parties stipulate in adva nce to circumstances of test and to scope
of its admissibility; stipulation must ind icate parties agree o n
material ma tters such as manner in which test is conducted,
nature of q uestions asked, and identity of exa miner administering test, while s tipulation as to scope of admissibility must
indicate purpose or purposes for which e viden ce will be introduced; may be admitted to impeach or corroborate testimony
of witness only if party pla nning to use evidence adequately
notifies opposing party that it wiU be offered and opposing party
is gi\'Cll reasonable opportunity to have its own polygraph exp ert administer test covering s ubstantially same ques tio ns).
D.C. Circuit

U11ited States 1'. Cn/Je/1, 890 F. Supp. 13 (D.D.C. 1995) (pol}'graph evidence used at sentencing).
V. STATE COURTS
Alabama
Ex parte CletllC/Its, 447 So.2d 695,697-98 (Ala. 1984) (admissible w ith parties stipulation ).
Arizona
Stntc v. jo11es, 1 I 0 Ariz. 546, 551, 521 P.2d 978 (no error when
polygraph results considered by sentencing judge), cert. denied,
4 19 U.S. 1004, 95 S.Ct. 324, 42 L.Ed.2d 280 ( 1974).
State 1'. \fnlr/cz, 91 Ariz. 274,371 P.2d 894 ( 1962) (polygraph
ad missible on stipulation).
ArkaJlSas
Wingfield v. St11te, 796 S.W.3d 574, 57G (Ark. 1990) (admissib ilit}' with stipulation).
Califo rnia
Witherspoon 1•. Superior Co urt, 183 Cal. Rptr. 615 (Cal. Ct.
Ap. 1982) ( held there was no sound basis for per se exclusion
of polygraphs). This opinion was o\·erturned oy Sect. 351. 1 of
the California Evidence Code whi ch denied the admission of
any polygraph evidence in cri minal trials absent the stipulatio n of th e parties.
Connecticut
State 1'. Porter, 698 A.2d 739, 779 (Conn. 1997) (p er se rule

o f inadmissiblit y).
Georgia

Forehand v. State, 477 S.E.2d 560, 562 (Ga. 1996) (admissible with stipula tion).
Illinois
People 11. F/etclw; 328 III.App.3d 1062,1074, 763 N.E.2d 72,
82, 263 III.Dec.312, 322 (III.App. 5 Dist.,2002) (polygraph resu lts adm issible to rebut a claim by the defendant that his incriminating statement was im properly obtained).
Indiana
Mnjors v. Stnte, 773 N.E. 2d 231 (Ind. 2002) (admissio n of
po lygraphs, including the mere fact of a polygraph examina tion, requires stipulation of the parties).
Kansas
Stnte 11. Lumley, ':J77 P.2d 914 (Kan. 1999) (polygraph tests
admissible in probation revocation based on relaxed standard
of proof; absent stipulation of the parties, not admissible in
trial because considered too unreliable) .
Kentucky
Morgn11 1'. Cotlllltallwcnltlt, 809 S.W.2d 704, 709 (Ky. J99 1)
(too unreliable and therefore inadmissible).
Louisiana
Stnte v. Catanese, 368 So.2d 975,981-83 ( La.l 979) (adm issible in postt rial proceedings).
Maryland
State v. I-Imvkins, 604 A.2d 489, 492 (Md. 1992) (per se mle
of inadmissibility).
Michigan
People 1~ Bar/Jam, 400 Mich. 352,359,255 N .W.2d 171 ( 1977)
(admissible in postcmwiction hearing for new trial).
Minnesota
State~~ Opsn/11, 5 13 N.W.2d 249,253 (Mi nn. 1994) (per se
rule of inadmissib il ity).
Mississippi
Co1111Cr v. State, 632 So.2d 1239, 1257-59 (Miss.J993) (evidence of willingness to take polygraph test admissible to rehabilitate impeached witness).
Missouri
Still applies Frye test and has per se exclusion. See Polygraph
Evidence: Where Are \ll.'e Now, 65 lV!o.L.Rev. 209; State I( Burch,
939 S.W.2d 525, 528 (~'lo. C t. App. 1997).
Nebraska
Stnte v. Allen, 560 N.W.2d 829,842 (Neb. l 997) (per se rule
of inadmissibility)
Nevada
K11Znly11 v. State, 825 P.2d 578, 582 (Nev. 1992) (admissible
with stipulation).
New Mexico
In Stnte v. Dorsey, 88 N.M. 184,539 P.2d 204 (N.M. 1975),
the Supreme Court of New Mexico ruled that pol}'graph evidence would thereafter be admissible in New Mexico without
the requirement of a prior stipulation between the parties. The
Co urt found that its previous stipulatio n requirem ent, created
because of concerns about the reli<1bility of polygraphs. was
"m echa n istic in n alure;"'inconsistent with the concept of due
process;' and" [ r ]epugnant to the anno unced purpose and const ruction of the New Mexico Rules of Evidence." "These rules
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shall be construed to secure fairness in administration ' * •
and promotion of growth and development of the law of evidence . . ."
]n 1983, the Supreme Court of New Mexico promulgated
Rul_e of Evidence 11-707, which established procedural requirements for the admission of polygraph evidence. N.lVI.Stat.Ann.
11-707. Among other requirements, the rule requires a party
wishing to admit polygraph evidence provide 30 days notice
before trial and provide the opposing part)' with all documents
related to the polygraph he or she wishes to admit, including
any past polygraphs taken by the examinee. The rule also provides definitions of key polygraph terms, minimum training
requirements for polygraph examiners, and procedures that
must be complied with during the giving of the examination .
N.M.Stat.Ann. § 11-707. The purpose of the rule, other than
the obvious benefit of prmriding uniformity, is to prevent surprise and give the opposing party an opportunity to collect rebuttal evidence. Stnte v. Bacn, 120 N.M. 383,388,902 P.2d 65,
70 (1995) . Although the rule establishes requirements before
polygraph results are admissible, the Supreme Court of New
Mexico has refused to follow a mechanical application of the
rule (such as the notice requirement). 902 P.2d at 70.
See also, State 1'. Sa11riers, 117 N.M. 452, 872 P.2d 870, 877
( 1994) (polygraph evidence authorized by rules of evidence)
New York
People 1'. Angelo, 666 N.E.2d 1333, 1337 (N.Y. 1996) (defen dant must demonstrate scientific acceptance of test).
Ohio
State 1'. Soue/, 53 Ohio St.2d 123, 372 N. E.2d 1318 (Ohio
1978) (holding results of polygraph examination are adm issible in evidence at a criminal trial for purposes of corroboration or impeachment, provided that prescribed conditions are
observed).
State 11• Heston, 675 N.E.2d 532, 540 (Ohio Ct. App. 1996)
(admissible with stipulation).
Rhode Island
!11 re Odell, 672 A.2d 457,459 (R.I. 1996) (per se rule of inadmiss ibility).
South Carolina
State 1'. Wright, 322 S.C. 253,47 1 S.E.2d 700, 701 ( 1996)
(polygraph admissibility at discretion of trial court, but should
usually be excluded du e to prejudici<ll effec ts).
Tennessee
State 1'. Ca111pbell, 904 S.W.2d 608,614-15 (Tenn.Crim.App.
1995) (per se rule of inadmissibility).
Washington
State 1'. Bartltolomel!', 101 vVash. 2d 631,646,683 P.2d 1079
(1984) (admissible at sentencing phase of capi tal cases).
State 1'. Gregory, 910 P.2d 505,508 (Wash. 1996) (admissible
with stipulation).
West Virginia
State 1'. Blake, 478 S.E.2d 550, 557 (W.Va. 1996) (admissible
to impeach a witness).
VI. ONCE ALLOWED BUT NOW RETREATED
In 1974, lviassachusetts began to allow polygraph evidence
for the limited purpose of corroborati ng or impeaching a
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defendant's trial testimony. Col/11110111\'ealtlt 1'. A }ul'enile, 365
Mass. 421,425-26,313 N.E.2d 120 (1974). The court held that
"polygraph testing has advanced to the point where it could
prove to be of significant value to the criminal trial process if
its admissibility initially is limited to carefully defined circumstances designed to protect the proper and effective administration of criminal justice."
In Colllmonwealth v. Mendes, 547 N.E.2d 35 (Mass. 1989),
the court changed the rule finding polygraph evidence inadmissible for substantive purposes or for corroboration or impeachment. The court concluded that polygraph evidence continued to sufter from serious shortcomings, including the subjective natnre of the polygraph method; the uncertain validity
of polygraph evidence; the danger of proliferating a "battle of
experts"; the danger of confusing the jury; the danger of usurping the jury's role; and the burden placed on trial courts in conducting evidentiary hearings. !d., at 211, 547 N.E.2d 35. The
court concluded that " [ f} ifteen years has been more than
enough time for examination ;mel evaluation [of polygraph
evidence] .... Further hope or expectation ... is no longer warranted .... Accordingly, supported by the overwhelming authorit}' throughout the country, we announce that polygraphic evidence, with or without pretest stipulation, is inadmissible in
criminal trials in this Commonwealth ...."
The \'\7isconsin Supreme Co urt reinstated its per se ban after a similar seven year experiment with admissibility concluding that "the burden on the trial court to assess the reliability of
stipulated polygraph evidence [outweighs] any probative value
the evidence may have." State 1'. Dean, 103 Wis.2d 228,279,307
N.W.2d 628 (1981). In 1974, the Wisconsin Supreme Court had
decided to allow polygraph evidence to corroborate or impeach
a defendant's testimony under limited circu mstances. State 1'.
Stn 11 islawski, 62 Wis.2d 730, 742-43, 2 16 N.W.2d 8 ( 1974). However, based on practical and logistical problems the court in
Den11 held polygraph evidence inadmissible in criminal tri;\\s,
stating "Our analysis of and our experience with the Sta11islawski
rule lead us ... to conclude that the Strlllislawski conditions are
not operating satisfactorily to enhance the reliability of the
pol)'graph evidence and to protect the integrity of the trh1l process as they were intended to do."
North Carolina also allowed stipulated polrgraph results for
a brief time, then reinstated a per se rule of inadmissibilit }'·State
1'. Grie1; 307 N.C. 628, 643, 300 S.E.2d 351 ( 1983) ("[Wje arc
forced to conclude that the administration ofjustice simpl}' cannot, and should not, tolerate the incredible burdens involved
in the process of ensuring that a polygraph examination has
been properly administered. If a trial court were to adequately
police the rcliabilit}' of stipulated results, the time required to
explore the innumerable factors which could affect the accu r<lC}' of a particular test would be incalculable."). In F11lton 1'.
State, 541 P.2d 871,872 (Okla.Crim.App.l 975), Oklahoma also
reinstated its per se ban.
VII. VARIOUS USES OF POLYGRAPHS
Monitoring Probationers
Most jurisdictions allow requiring polygraph examinations
as a condition of probation. Annot. Propriety of Conditioning

Probation on Defenda nt's Submission to Polygraph o r O ther polygraph evidence may be used only for impeachment or corLie Detector Testing, 86 A.L.R. 4th 709 ( 1991). This is most com- roboratio n purposes. In United Stntes v. CntiiiV)', 895 F.Supp.
1354, 1358 (D.Ariz. 1995), the cour t held that under specific
mo nly used on sexual offense probation cases.
situatio ns, polygraph evidence m ay be used to impeach or corPretrial Detention
In U11ited States"· Bello111o, 944 F.Supp. 1160 (S.D.N.Y. 1996), roborate a witness.
the court held that a polygraph test could be considered by the
court in determining pretrial detention.
VIII. POLYGRAPHS AS EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE
Sentencing Issues
In Carter"· Rafl"erty, 826 F.2d 1299 (3rd Cir. 1987), the court
In U11ited States 1'. ]ordall, 256 F.3d 922, 933, n.7 (9th Cir. held that reports of polygraph tests given to impo rta nt prosecu200 1), the court held the admission of polygraph evidence at tion witness constituted exculpatory evidence that should be resentencing is in the discretion of the trial judge; U11ited State"· vealed to the defense. See Wood v. Bartholo11ew, 5 16 U.S. 1, 116
S.Ct. 7, 133 L.Ed.2d I ( 1995) (because polygraphs are inadmisMessi11a, 131 F.3d 36 (2nd Cir. 1997).
The Fact That the Test was Taken
sible even for impeachment they are not subject to Bmdy). c!!!s
In U11 ited States 1'. Pitt11er, 969 F.Supp. 1246 (Vl.D. VVash.
1997), the fact the test was taken was admissible to show why
Gary Utlaslre11 is a part11er i11 Sorrels.;;~ Udaslrc11 ill Dalan info rmant changed his story even though the res ults were
las. I/(' is Board Certifit'd i11 Crillli11al Law by tire Texas
not admissible. New/Jerry''· State, 1260 Ga. 416(3), 395 S.E.2d
Board of Legal Spccializatio11 a11d tire Nario11al Board
8 13 ( 1990) found no error in the admission of testimony that
of Trial Ad1·ocac)~ Ht• is n / 980 graduate ofSM U Sclrool
of l.aw 1111d former/)• serl'cd as l'ealllre Articles Editor
several witnesses changed their stories after being administered
for tire Voice for the Defense, tire periodiml oftire Texas
polygraph tests.
Crirrrirral Defi.'IISC l.mi'}'Crs Associatio11. Mr. Udaslre11 lras
Impeachment by Requirement of Taking Test
spoke11 at crimi11al/aw scmirrars sponsort'd /1)' tire State
In U11ited States ''· L)'llll, 856 F.2d 430 (1st Dist. 1988), the
Bar of Texas, tire "Ji.>xas CrimillalLJcfeusc l.aw)'ers Ascourt held that the district court erred in fo reclosing cross-ex- sociatioll, tire LJallas Cormty Crilllillnl Dcjc11sc Lmi')'Crs Associatio11mrd tire
amination o f a government witness o n the fact tha t his plea Dallas Bar Association. 1\>lr. Utlaslrm's practice is li111ited to cri111illlll trials
n11dappt'als.
agreement required him to take a polygraph test.
Admission of Statements Made During Polygraph Test
Na tlr1111 Kiglrt is a urcmba of Sorrels & Utlaslrcn in
U11ited States"· Blnck, 78 E3d I (lst Cir. I996) held that stateLJallas. 1\-lr. Kight is {I 1999 gmdllntc of naylor Law
ments made during a volunta ry polygraph test arc admissible
Sdroo/. He /Jcga11 Iris mrt'cr as a brit'flug attorney for
justice ]i111 Moseley oftire Dallas Court ofAppeals mrd
even if the results arc not.
s11bscqut'lltly sen•t'd asa proswrtor i11 tire LJallas Coull I)'
For Impeachment or Corroboration
District Attomcy's Office. Mr. Kight's pmcticc is limited
In U11ited States 1'. Padilla, 908 F.Supp. 923, 926 (S.D.fla.
to crimirral d<fcllsc.
1995), the court held that absent a stipulation of the parties,

Do You Want to Make a Difference?
Volunteer to serve on the TCDLA Board
Any member ofTCDLA in good standing that desires to make applica tion to serve on the TCDLA Board should fill o ut the
application on the following page and forward it to the TCDLA home office (1707 Nueces, Austin, T X 78701) Fax: 5 12-469-9 107
on or before November 28,2003. The no minating committee lis ted below will consider the application in nominating new board
members o n Dec. 6 2003 at our quarterly Board flileeting in Dallas. Please help us continue to try to slow down the "freight train"
that is running roughshod over the rig hts of our citizens. We need new, good "blood " to continue the good fight.
T CDLA
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
2003-2004
Cynthia 1-lujar Orr, President
Dan H urley, President Elect
Randy Wilson, first Vice President
Stu Kinard, Second Vice President
Bobby Lerma, Treasurer
Craig Jett, Secretary
i'vlark Daniel-f ort Worth
John R. Smith-Center
Tony Vi tz-McKin ney
Danny Easterling- Houston

Kerri Donnica-Corsicana
Dexter Gilfo rd -Austin
Katherine Scardino- I lo uston
Martin Lenore- Dallas
Mary Stillinger- El Paso
Tip Hargrove-San Angelo
C.J. Quintanilla- ~vlcAIIen
Isid ro Alaniz-La redo
H em )' Bemporad-Sa n Anto nio
Em mitt Harris-Uvalde
Mark Snodgrass- Lubbock
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP TO BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Date:
Name:-- - - - - - - - - Date of birth: _ _ _ _ _ Business address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City: _ _ _ _ __
State:
Zip: _ _ __ _ _ Busincss phone: _ _ _ _ __ Office fax: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ Business e-mail: _ _ _ _ __ __
To: _ _ _ _ _From: _ _ _ _ _ Degree: _ __ _ __ _ __
College Attended:
Law School Attended:
To:
From: _ _ _ _ _ Degree: _ __ _ _ _ __ _
What percentage of your practice is devoted to Criminal Law? _ ___State Bat· membership munber: _ _ _ _
Date admitted to the State Bar of Texas: _ __
Name of firm, partnershiJI and/or professional a s s o c i a t i o n : - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- Describe your legal career and exJtcri.ence as criminal defense practitioner (Please attach additional sheets, if necessary) : _ _ __ _ __ __

During the five years immediately preceding the date of this application, list your criminal law activities to the extent and the capacity indicated:
ACTIVITY
:State Felony Jury Trials
State Misdemeanor Jury Trials
Federal Jury Trials
State AIt peals
Federal Appeals
-State and Federal Non-Jury Trials
State and Federal Pleas of Guilty
State and Federal Post Conviction Remedies
Juvenile Proceeding~
Dismissals
Grand Jury No-Bills
Case Decided on Pre-Trial Motions Where Evidence was Presented
Probation and Parole Revocations

NUMBER AS LEAD COUNSEL

NUMBER AS CO-COUNS!<:L

-

- -

---

- -

DISCLOSURE OF CONDUCT

(circle one)
No
Yes

(1)

Have you been subject to any disciplinary sanctions by the State Bar of Texas, by a district court in Texas, or by an
entity in another state which has authority over attorney discipline? Disciplinary sanctions include disbarment,
resignation, suspension, reprimand ()tub lie or private}, order of rehabilitation, or referral to the professional
enhancement program?

Yes

No

(2)

Have you received notification from a district grievance committee from the State Bar of Texas or similar entity in
another state that a finding of just cause as defined by Section 1.06(P) of the Texas Rules of Disciplinary Procedure
has been made against you'?

Yes

No

(3)

Has a criminal indictment or information been filed against you for ll felony or misdemeanor involving moral
turpitude or other serious crimes as defined in the attorney standards?

Yes

No

(4)

Have you been convicted, received probation/community supervision (whether deferred or not), or fined for a felony
or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude or other serious crime as defined in the nttorney stnndards?

Yes

No

(5)

Have you been sued for lcgnlmalpractice or other privnte civil actions alleging nttorney misconduct, or have similnr
actions been concluded by settlement, dismissal, or judgment for or against you?

No
(6)
Has a finding of inadequate representation been made against you regarding representation in a criminal case?
Yes
If any answers are circled "yes", please provide a full written exJtlanation and supporting docum entntion.
TCDLA PARTICIPATION
Please state when you first bccnme a member of the TCDLA and describe your participation in T C DLA since that time.

List any articles, writings, outlines or publications that you have authored in connection with substantive or procedural criminal law matters.
List any speal<ing engagements you have und ertnken relating to or addressing substantive or procedu ral crimiuallaw topics.
Describe briefly the

rcr~sons

that you wish to become a membe•· of the Board of Directors of the Texas C riminal Defense Lawyers Association.

Will you accept the obligation as a Director of the Texns C riminal Defense Lawyers Association to regularly attend board meetings (held
qur~rterly), submit articles to the Voice, participate in legislative efforts, be available fo r assistance in the Stril<e Force, participate in the Second
C hair (mentor) Progrr~m, maintain the highest level of ethical standards, maintain th e highest Je,•el of competence and support by attendance and
participation at T CDLA and Criminal Defense Lawyers Project programs and endeavors? Yes
No _ _ __
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WIGGINS
Note: In upcomi11g issues of the VOICE, articles b)' lt1w
strulents will be fcaturt·d. If rouare in law sdrool and
would like to submit rill article for possib!t· inclusion,
please contact the editor.

neffective assistance of counsel claims have long been
governed under the precedent of Strickland v. Washington,
466 U.S. 668 (1984), which holds that an ineffective
assistance claim has two components: the petitioner must show
that the attorney's performance was deficient, and that the
deficiency prejudiced the defense. Id at 687. This has led, in the
past, to a narrow meaning of deficiency and prejudice.
Establishing both of these items was difficult to do, and rarely
was an ineffective assistance claim successful, particularly
relating to the mitigation aspect of death penalty cases. However,
with the Court's ruling in Wiggins v. Smith, No. 02-311, 2003
U.S. LEXIS 5014 (June 26, 2003), this is about to change.
In 1989 Kevin vViggins was convicted of first degree murder
in l'vlaryland. His public defenders filed a motion to bifurcate
the punishment stage of the trial, planning to present evidence
that Wiggins was not the primary actor in the murder during
the first stage, and mitigating circumstances during the second
stage. Unfortunately, the defense's motion to bifurcate was denied. During opening statements, attorneys for the defense
claimed that, among other things, they would present evidence
as to the difficult background that the defendant had experienced. This evidence was never presented, however, and later
attorneys for Wiggins brought claims of ineffective assistance
at trial.
The Supreme Court, in a seven to two decision, held that
trial counsel, by failing to follow through with their plans to
investigate and present evidence on Wiggins' background, failed
to provide effective assistance at trial. Although the state of
.iv!aryland provided funds for defense counsel to investigate into
a defendant's background, such an investigation was not fully
pursued. Had an investigation occurred, it would have been clear
that the defendant suffered from a horrendous past that could
not have been offset by aggravating factors presented by the
prosecution. T he failure to conduct this investigation, therefore, prejudiced the defense. The Court focused on the failure
of the attorneys to present mitigating evidence after having
stated an intention to do so. Although defense counsel claimed
that this was due to a "strategic cho ice made after a thorough
investiga tion" Id. at >22, the Court did not find this to be a reasonable explanation, and instead found that their actions did

I
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v.

SMITH
by Colleen Burke Dm,is

not meet the requirements of the State of !via ryland at the time
of trial, nor did they meet the requirements of the American
Bar Association. The actions of defense counsel were found to
be unreasonable, and amounted to ineffective assistance at trial.
The holding in Wiggins, which requires practitioners to perform research and investigation into the client's background
in order that mitigating evidence may be presented, has clear
implications for court appointed attorneys in death penalty
cases. That is, attorneys will now be required to conduct indepth investigations into their clients' backgrounds in order to
find mitigating evidence that may be presented at trial. This
should be done as a matter of course, rather than being done
after a preliminary investigation turns up something that ma}'
look promising in the defendants' past. After this research has
been conducted, attorneys will be required to demonstrate a
reasonable reason for not utilizi ng this research during the
mitigation phase of the trial. Specifically, they will be required
to show that failure to present such evidence constituted astrategic decision on the part of the attorney. In order for such
research to be conducted, however, the courts or the legislature
will have to allocate greater financial resources to court appointed defense attorne}'S in death penalty cases. Attorneys can
argue that in order to presen t a thorough defense, as required
by the Supreme Court in Wiggins, more funds will need to be
assigned for them to conduct a thorough investigation. In addition, funds should become available for attorneys to secure a
mitigation specialist. By arguing the requirements imposed on
the attorne}'S in Wiggins, courts and legislatures should be persuaded to allocate greater funds to defense attorneys, thereby
leading to stronger and better defenses for indigent clients.
The Pifth Circuit has already confronted some of the issues
that will be raised as a result of Wiggins. In Riley v. Cockrell, 2 15
P.Supp.2d 765, 777 (E. D. Tex. 2002), the court found that a defense attorney's decision not to present the defendant's IQ
(which fell in the borderline mental retardation range) as mitigating evidence, did not constitute ineffective assistance at trial.
In addition, they found that Riley did not establish that, had
counsel conducted further investigation, he would have uncovered more evidence that Riley was m ental!}' retarded, or that,
had he offered such evidence, there was a reasonable probabil-
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ity that the result in the sentencing phase of his case would
have been different. This represents a very narrow application of Wiggi11s. However, Riley came directly on the
h eels of Wiggin s, and the defense attorney did not know
of the new requirements into backg round investigations
at the time of the trial. Had this been the case, the result
could have been different. It is of little surp rise that the
Fifth C ircuit took a narrow view o f Wiggins, but in th e
future they will be required to interpret Strickland in light
of Wiggin s, and allow greater funding for defense attorneys to investigate into their clients backgrounds, if they
hope to avoid being overturned.~
Colleeu Burke Dm•is is a secoml year fall' s/utlellf at The U11i1•ersity of
Texas School of La II'. After graduatiou ill 2005 she hopes to cuter i11to
practice as a crimillallawyer somell'here ill Texas or the Midll'estem
U11ited States. Currelltl;; she is r111 editor 011 the Amerim11 ]oumal of
Crimi11al Lall'.
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FIFTH CIRCUIT
EXCEPTION FOR LATE FILING: UNITED STATES V. EGERTON, No. 00-10421
(6/13/03).
Defendant filed his federal habeas petition outside the statute of limitations. He claimed
the reason for the late filing was that he did not have access to federal materials in prison,
and was unaware of the limitations imposed by the AEDPA. Court had previously addressed
the question of whether he had established an exception based on a state impediment to
filing his claim, and remanded the case to determine whether the defendant had access to
federal law, and whether he was aware of the limitation provisions. Court holds there was
no evidence that material concerning the limitation period was available at the unit the
defendant was in. The court also holds there was no evidence that he had knowledge of the
limitation period. Therefore, he has established an exception to timely filing. The court also
finds that the absence of federal material from a prison library without making alternative
arrangements to apprise defendants of their rights constitutes a violation of the 14th am endment. Court also distinguished this case fro m a previous decision where the defendant had
waited six months to file his petition after the material was made a\railable to him. Court
had found the defendant had not diligently pursued his remedy by waiting six months.
Here, the defendant filed his petition within one month after the material became available.
SENTENCING ENHANCEMENT: UNITED STATES V. SIMPSON, No.

02-10~34

( 6/ 16/03).
A defendant was convicted of con spiracy to manufacture methamphetamine. His offense level was enhanced for causi ng a substantial risk of harm to the life of a minor. That
was based on his providing anhydrous ammonia to an individual who had small child who
was less than one month old. Court finds the evidence was insufficient to support an enhancement. His participation in the conspiracy ended before the child was born and there
was no evidence that he knew about the wife's pregnancy, or was aware of any other children. There was evidence that one of the conspirators had another child, but there was no
evidence that the defendant was aware of the child, or that th ey had been present at the
manufacturing site during the time the defendant was involved in the conspiracy. The court
does note tha t the enhancement for causing a substantial risk of harm would be proper,
si nce the anhydrous was delivered to a house in a residential area.
EVIDENCE SEIZED FOLLOWING TRAFFIC STOPS: UNITED STATES V. MOORE,
No. 02-40628 (528/03).
T he defendant was stopped for a traffic violation . Officer suspected he was transporting
drugs, and patted him down, and ran a record check. He refused to give co nsent to search
his car, and a drug detection dog was summoned. While that was being done, the officer
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had defendant sit on the curb, and handcuffed him all the while
telling him he was not under arrest. The drug dog alerted on
the car and drugs were found inside. The trial court granted
the defendant's motion to suppress, finding he was arrested
when handcuffed, and that the arrest was without probable
cause. Court does not address the question of whether he was
placed under arrest, but instead held the drugs were not a result of the arrest. The hit obtained by the drug dog was obtained before the record check was completed. Therefore, the
evidence would have been obtained even had the defendant
not been handcuffed and placed under arrest.
ADJUDICATION

ON

MERITS: ANDERSON V.

COCKRELL, No. 01-41279 (June 9, 2003).
One of the witnesses against the defendant was a codefendant, who also had charges pending in another county. When
questioned about those and whether he had any deal regarding
their disposition he replied that he did not know. The defendant subsequently discovered a written plea agreement in the
state's file which granted derivative use immunity. A claim was
filed which was based on the state's failure to disclose exculpatory evidence. The claim was in two parts. One was that the
state had knowingly presented perjured testimony, and the other
was that the state had failed to disclose exculpatory evidence.
One issue was whether one of the claims was adjudicated on
the merits. The court found that the state courts misconstrued
the defendant's claim in part, and therefore failed to address it.
As such, the federal standards of review were not applicable.
The court goes on to hold the defendant is not entitled to relief
however, because he cannot establish harm. Court also addresses
claim that was not presented to the Texas court. The defendant
argued that one of the witnesses refused to talk to counsel initially, and there was no reason to suspect that he had testified
falsely. Court finds the defendant did not establish cause, because there was no evidence that counsel had requested a copy
of the state's file, or that the state would have refused to provide it on request.
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
PDR OPINIONS
NO EVIDENCE THAT APPELLANT WAS GUILTY ONLY
OF LESSER-INCLUDED OFFENSE: WALTER HAMPTON,
]R., v. Stnte, No. 362-02, Appellant's PDR from Hnrris County,
Reversed, 7/2/03; Offense: Sexual Assault; Sentence: 40 yrs (enhanced); COA: Affirmed (66///430- Houston [I '' Dist.J 2001 );
Opinion: Johnson, joined by Price, Womack, Keasler, Hervey
and Cochran; Dissent: Keller; Dissent: Holcomb, Meyers.
Appellant was put to trial for aggravated sexual assault, but
the jury co nvicted him of the lesser offense of sexual assault
after a lesser-included offense instruction was submitted over
his objections. PDR was granted to determine whether the COA
erred when it held the state was entitled to a jury instruction
on the lesser-included offense of sexual assault when there was
absolutely no evidence in the record to justify the cha rge and
the court itself declined to provide a single record citation in
support of its decision.

HELD: COA erred because there was no evidence that Appellant was guilty only of the lesser-jncluded offense. The complainant testified that Appellant, who had moved in with her,
and with whom she had been having consensual sex, sexually
assaulted her at knife-point. Police did not find a knife. COA
held that the evidence showed: 1) the police looked for, but did
not find, a knife like the one described by the complainant; and
2) Appellant did not leave the apartment after the assault and
apparently had no opportunity to dispose of the knife outside
the apartment. Therefore, "there is an inference that lhe] did
not usc a knife during the assault." Under CCA's established
caselaw, before a jury charge instruction on a lesser-included
offense must be given: 1) the lesser-included offense must be
included within the proof necessary to establish the offense
charged; and 2) some evidence must exist in the record that if
the defendant is guilty, he is guilty only of the lesser offense.
Ro11ssenu v. State, 855 S.W.2d 666, 672 (Tex.Crim.App.), cert.
rle11ierl, 510 U.S. 919 (1993 ). Both prongs of the test must be
met. In Ski1111er 1'. Stnte, 956 S.W.2d 532, 543 (Tex.Crim.App.
1997), cert. rle11ierl, 523 U.S. I 079 ( 1998), CCA held that: "It is
not enough that the jury may disbelieve crucial evidence pertaining to the greater offense. Rather, there must be some evidence directly germane to a lesser-included offense for the fact
finder to consider before an instruction on a lesser-included
offense is warranted." CCA rejects the state's argument that since
the knife, which was the aggravating element, was never recovered, the jury's finding of guilt of sexual assault was a valid rational alternative to the charged offense, and reaffirms the holding in Ski1111er. Failure to find or retrieve a knife matching the
description given by the complainant is not affirmative evidence
that no knife was used during the assault, nor is the failure to
find a knife inconsistent or in conflict with the complainant's
direct testimony that a knife was used to facilitate the assault.
The only affirmative evidence adduced at trial that was germane to the issue of whether a knife was used during the course
of the assault reflected that a knife was used. From that evidence, CCA cannot conclude that a rational jury could have
determined that a knife was not used during the course of the
sexual assault. The second prong of the test for determining
whether a jury charge instruction on the lesser-included offense of sexual assault was warranted was not met, and the trial
court erred in submitting such an instruction. The judgment is
reversed, a nd the case is remanded to COA for a harm analysis.
READING DWI PRIORS TO JURY \ 11lAS ERROR: JOHN
HERNANDEZ v. Stnte, No. 8 18-00, Sate's PDR from Bexar
County; Affirmed, 7/2/03; Offense: DWI; Sentence: COA: Reversed (I 8///699 - San Antonio 2000); Opinion: Per Curiam.
Cochran concurred in the judgment; Keasler dissented; Hervey
did not participate.
The question in this PDR is whether the trial court erred in
denying Appellant's motion in limine to prevent the state from
mentioning the nature of the prior DWI convictions that were
alleged in the indictment, an offer that was coupled with his
offer to stipulate to the validity of those allegations. COA, relying on Tnmez v. Stnte, II S.W.3d 198 (Tex.Crim.App. 2000),
held that because Appellant filed a proper motion to stipulate
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to his previous DvVT convictions used to elevate his offense from
a misdemeanor to a felony, the trial court erred by denying his
motion. State's PDR was granted on the following issues: (1)
"the proposed stipulation was conditioned on the State's being
barred from mentioning or referring to the prior DWI convictions before the jury," (2) "the proposed stipulation would prevent th e State from reading the two jurisdictionall}' required
DWI convictions to the jury in direct contravention of this
court's opinion in Tamez 1'. State," and (3) "the m otion was
nothing more than an attempt to hide evidence from the jury."
CCA notes that it has rejected each of these issues in other cases.
HELD: The trial comt erred in overruling Appellant's motion to stipulate. and COA was correct in its judgment reversing the trial court's ruling. In Tamez, the defendant told the
court that he would stipulate to two previous DWI convictions
if the state would be foreclosed from mentioning his prior convictions in any way to the jury. The trial court refused, and the
defendant's six prior OWl's were read to the jury. CCA held:
"We find that the trial court erred in allowing the State to read
each of the six convictions at the beginning of trial and to prove
the six convictions during its case-in-chief." The facts here are
the same, except that Appellant had three priors. CCA rejects
the state's arguments: First: This argument points to a similarity, not a difference, between the two cases. Second: The proposed stipulation would have prevented the state from reading
allegations of three prior DWI convictions to the jury. Therefore, the stipulation would have complied with - not contravened- the holding in Tamez. Third: The stipulation did not
hide evidence. Appellant's stipulation would have placed the
prior convictions into evidence, making the jury aware of their
existence. This would have satisfied the evidential"}' requirements regarding stipulations while avoiding the unfair prejudice that would accompany further mention of the convictions.
COA did not err, thus the judgment is affirmed.
CCA CONDUCTS HARM ANALYSIS AND HOLDS ERROR, IF ANY, WAS HARMLESS: JERRY EDWARD TAYLOR
11. State, No.1037-02, State's PDR from Harris County, Reversed,
7/2/03; Offense: Agg Rob; Sentence: 50 yrs; COA: Reversed
(74// /457- Corpus Christi 2002); Opinion: Keller, joined by
Womack, Keasler, Hervey, Holcomb, and Cochran; Dissent:
Meyers; Price and Johnson concurred in the result.
Appellant was charged with capital murder, but was convicted of the lesser offense of aggravated robbery. The COA
reversed the conviction after finding the trial court's hypothetical to the ven ire a misstatement of law because a victim's pu nishment recommendation is inadmissible. Sattiewhite 1'. State,
786 S. W.2d 27 1 (1ex.Crim.App. 1989), cert. denied, 498 U.S.
881 ( 1990). COA then found the error harmful under both
TRAP 44.2(a) and (b). State's PDR was granted to second-guess
this harm analysis.
HELD: The proper harm standard is the one found in Rule
44.2(b), applicable to nonconstitutional errors. COA had relied on Morrow v. State, 753 S.W.2d 372 (Tex.Crim.App. 1988),
and Lane 1'. Stale, 743 S.W.2d 617 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987), which
involved erroneous hypotheticals in death penalty cases, former
Rule 8l(b)(2), and automatic reversible error. CCA distin -
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guishes these cases and notes that the only "automatic" reversible error is "structural" error as defined by the Supreme Court.
CCA also says the COA erred when it held the error was constitutional in nature, and holds that the inclusion of inadmissible
evidence in a hypothetical designed to illustrate the range of
punishment does not by itself rise to the level of constitutional
error. CCA then notes that COA did conduct a harm analysis
under Rule 44.2(b), non-constitutional error.
HELD: COA erred in its harm analysis; any enor was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. CCA conducts its own harm
analysis. The harm alleged is: (l) preventing defense counsel
from ascertaining and striking for cause jurors who could not
consider the full range of punishment, (2) preventing defense
counsel from intelligently exercising peremptory challenges, (3)
impeding the jury's ability to properly assess punishment at
trial by instilling the idea that victims can make punishment
recommendations- causing jurors to hold against Appellant
any failure to produce a witness to give a favorable recommendation, and (4) causing the defendant to forego offering mitigating evidence. After a brief analysis, CCA concludes: ( I ) no
harm stems in this case from the failure to discover jurors who
could not consider the five-year minimum. T he five year minimum was not at issue because Appellant pled "true" to two prior
felonies. While there was a minimum of fifteen years, fifteen
years is a significantly heavier sentence than five years. J\ person who cannot consider five years for a serious offense might
well be able to consider fifteen, even with additional aggravating factors. Moreover, prospective jurors were never informed
of the punishment range for an enhanced offe nse and never
asked whether they could consider a fifteen-year minimum
punishment. (2) Neither Appellant nor COA explain how the
trial court's hypothetical prevented the intelligent use of peremptory challenges. (3) There is no substance to the claim that
the hypothetical would cause the jury to hold against the defendant a failure to present testimony giving a favorable punishment recommendation. The victi m was deceased; the jury
could not have rationally expected the defendant to present such
evidence from the victim. (4) Finally, defense counsel's failure
to offer mitigating evidence is not a harm resulting from the
trial court's hypothetical. Defense counsel's reciting of Mosley
suggests a different purpose for declining to offer mitigating
evidence: to prevent the state from offering victim impact testimony. If so, defense counsel was successful, as the state did
not offer that kind of evidence. As any error is harmless, COA's
judgment is reversed.
Dissent: The right to an impart ial jur}' is a constitutional
right, as is the right to the assistance of counsel. The trial judge's
misinterpretation of the law and denial of Appellant's motion
to quash the venire interfered with Appellant's ability to conduct a defense and with the intelligent use of peremptory strikes.
llecause the entire panel was biased on the issue of punishment and the trial judge denied the challenges for cause, Appellant was forced to use peremptOI'}' strikes for veniremembers
who should have been stricken for cause.
APPLICANT NEED NOT BE"CONFlNED"TO FILE ART.
11.09 WRIT: EX PARTE ERIC BRIAN SCHMIDT, No. 1104-

99 ... II 05-99, Appellant's PDR from Harris County; Reversed,
712/03; Offense: DWI ( Habeas Corpus); COA: Dismissed (NP
- No. 14-97-0 1116-CR .. . 14-97-0 1398-CR,- Houston IJ 4'h]
1999); Opi nion: Womack, joined by Meyers, Price, Johnson,
Holcomb, and Cochran. Dissent: Keasler, joined by Keller, and
Hervey.
Appellant filed writs in county court on two separate prior
misdemeanor DWI convictions, arguing he was deprived of his
rights to counsel and to a jmy trial. The trial court denied relief, and the 14'" COA dismissed the appeals, holding that habeas corpus did not lie because Appellant was not "confined."
Appellant argues that he is under continuing restraint for jurisdictional purposes because the state has so ught enhanced
punishment in a state-jail felony prosecution based on those
convictions. Question here is whether the trial court has jurisdiction to issue the writ if the Appellant is not "confined."
HELD: Article V, §16 of the Texas Cons! itution, §25.003(a)
of the Government Code, and Article 11.05 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure give the statutory county court at law, and
the judges of that comt, the power to issue the writ of habeas
corpus when a person is restrained by an accusation or conviction of misdemeanor. As a threshold issue, CCA determines
that COA had jurisdiction to hear the appeal; if the trial court
denies habeas corpus relief, the COA has appellate jurisdiction
of (at least) the issue of the trial court's jurisdiction. The Courts
of Appeals are split on the issue of confinement for purposes of
11.09, which provides: "If a person is confined on a charge of
misdemeanor, he may apply to the count)' judge of the c01mty
in which the misdemea nor is charged to have been com mitted,
or if there be no county judge in said county, then to the county
judge whose residence is nearest to the courthouse of the county
in which the applicant is held in custody."TCCP art. 11.05 says,
"The Court of Criminal Appeals, the District Courts, the County
Co urts, or any Judge of said Courts, have power to issue the
writ of habeas corpus; and it is their duty to grant the writ under the rules prescribed by law." Art. V, § J 6, says: "The County
Cou rt has jurisdiction as provided by law." The Gov't Code provision says: "A county court may issue a writ of habeas corpus
in any case in which the constitution has not conferred the
power on the district courts." CCA also notes TCCP art. 11.04,
which provides: "Every provision relating to the writ of habeas
corpus shall be most favorably construed in o rder to give effect
to the remedy, and protect the rights of the person seeking relief under it." Reading the above provisions together, CCA decides the county court had jurisdiction to issue the writ because Appellant was restrained by conviction of a misdemeanor.
The judgments are reversed, and the cases remanded for proceedi ngs consistent with this opinion.
STATE ASKED IMPROPER COMMITMENT QUESTIONS: PHILIP EAHLLYDIA 11. Stnte, No. 1488-02,Appcllant's
PDR from Tarrant County, Reversed, 7/2/03; Offense: Agg.Rob.;
Sentence: 18 yrs; COA: Affirmed (81///486 - Fort Worth 2002);
Opinion: Price, joined by Keller, Meyers, Womack, Johnson,
Holcomb, and Cochran; Keasler and Hervey concurred in the
judgement.
During voir dire, the prosecutor asked the venire the to!-

lowing question: "Do each of you feel as though you could evaluate a witness and his testimony and decide if he's being truthful
without automatically dismissing his testimony because of some
criminal history?" Appellant objected, arguing tha t the question attempted to improperly bind the jurors. The prosecutor
then went row by row continuing to question the individual
venire persons. The prosecutor modified her questions and
continued to question jurors over Appellant's objections. On
appeal, Appellant argued the questions were improper commitment questions under Stfllulefer 1'. Stn te, 59 S.W.3d 177
('iex.Crim.App. 2001). COA held the questions were not commitment questions because they did not ask the prospective
jurors to resolve or refrain from resolving any issues. COA concluded that the questions asked prospective jurors only whether
they could impartially evaluate testimony. Therefore, the Court
did not address whether the questions met the remaining prongs
of the Stnndefer test, nor did it conduct a harm analysis.
HELD: COA erred in holding that the questions asked by
the prosecutor were not commitment questions. The Stnndefer
test has two steps: ( I) Is the question a commitment question,
and (2) Does the question include only those facts that lead to
a valid challenge for cause? If the answer to the first question is
"yes" and the answer to the second question is "no," then the
question asked is an improper commitment question. Commitment questions commit a prospective juror to resolve, or to
refrain from resolving, an issue a certain way after learning a
particular fact. These types of questions tend to require a "yes"
or "no" answer, in which one or both of the possible answers
commits the jury to resolving an issue a certain way. A commitment question can be proper or improper, depending on
whether the question leads to a va lid challenge for cause. Commitment questions a rc improper when (1) the law does not
require a commitment or (2) when the question adds facts beyond those necessary to establish a challenge for cause. Here,
the prosecutor asked the entire panel, "Do each of you feel as
though you could evaluate a witness and his testimony and
decide if he's being truthful without automatically dismissing
his testimony because of some criminal history?" This question, in various forms, was repeated to members of the panel
on a group and individual basis. Expanding upon this hypothetical, the prosecutor asked the panel if it would make a difference if the crime committed by the witness was against the
defendant. Also, the prosecutor asked one of the jurors "what
kind of conviction would cause you to have a bias?" The first
question is a commitment qu estion: it asks jurors to resolve
witness credibility (issue) based on the knowledge that the witness has a criminal history (particular fact). The second question is a commitment question: it asks jurors to resolve witness
credibility (issue) based on the knowledge that the witness committed a crime against the defendant o n trial (pa rticular fact).
The third question asks the juror to define the parameters of
his decision making-to defi ne those crimes that will make a
difference in his assessment of the witness' credibility. The questions were commitment questions because they asked whether
the prospective juror would resolve the issue of witness credibility based on a particular fact - the witness' criminal history.
Mo re specifically, the questions sought to determine whether a
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diction, and Appellant has failed to cite any statutory or consti- to include them in the record, and if the convicting court detutional authority which contains such a provision. Further, nied its request, the State could have requested that we order
Appellant has not shown that the principal was, in fact, de- the record from that court. The State seems to be repeating arported before his failure to appear or that he was in custody in · guments made by the dissent on original submission . These
any jurisdiction. Lacking such a showing, any decision on the arguments were considered, but rejected, by the majority. Nothing new is raised.
ground presented would be an advisory opinion.
HELD: Ground One is overruled.
***
2. "Whether a bail bond surety is liable after executing a ·.
Contrary to the State's assertion, this Court considered and
bail bond where the sheriff never releases the principal on the weighed the applicant's guilty plea, not just in addressing the
bail bond but rather transfers the principal to the custody of question oflaw presented, but also in determining whether the
the [INS]." Article 17.29(a) requires that when "the accused has · applicant had produced evidence that unquestionably estabgiven the required bond, ... , he shall be at once set at liberty." It : lished his innocence. T11ley, No. 74,364, slip op. at 13-14, 17
contains no requirement that the principal actually be released·:· (Tex.Crim.App. Dec. 18, 2002).
from all custody, and Appellant fails to cite any statutory or··
I am troubled by the use of the term "perjurious guilty plea."
constitutional authority which contains such a provision. Ap- It is true that the applicant's claim today contradicts his judipellant also invokes TCCP art. 22.13(3); "The sickness of the - cia! confession and guilty plea. It is also true, however, that the
principal or son1e IIIICOI/trollnble cirwmstnnce which prel'ented complainant's testimony at trial contradicts the affidavit that
his nppenmnce nt court, and it must, in every such case, be shown.. was submitted along with the application. To the extent that
that his failure to appear arose from no fault on his part." CCA the applicant's plea was t~1lse, the complainant's testimony was
does not, however, need to resolve the question of"uncontrol- also. This characterization adds little to the disc ussion of the
lable circumstances." Art. 22. 13(3) concludes with the words . issues in this case.
"[ t]he causes mentioned in this subdivision shall not be deemed .
The State contends that even though the complainant in this
sufficient to exonerate the principal and his sureties, if any, case has now sworn under oath that applicant did not commit
unless such principal appear before final judgment on the bond any offense, applicant is not entitled to relief from his aggrato answer the accusation against him, or show sufficient cause vated sexual assault conviction because he purportedly comfor not so appearing." That is not the situation h ere.
mit ted perjury in pleading guilty. Apparently the logic is: he
HELD: Second Ground for Review is Overruled.
may not be guilty of aggravated sexual assault, but he is guilty
3. "Whether a bail bond forfeit me final judgment in which · of perjury, so keep him in priso n for aggravated sexual assault.
there is no remittitur can bear any interest." Appellant argues This is curious logic. Normally our cri minal justice system atthat pre- and post-judgment interest may b e charged on a bond tempts to punish people for the specific crimes that they have
forfeiture only when the trial court also orders a remittitur, a com mitted. llut here, instead of the maxim "make the punishreduction in paym en t of the full bond amount. Because appel- m ent fit the crime," the argu ment is that we should "make the
!ant did not raise this issue in the trial court, he has failed to crime fit the punishment that has already been assessed." A perpreserve error.
son who has committed perjury may be convicted for perjury,
HELD: Ground three is overruled.
but he should not be convicted of aggravated sexual assault
because he committed perjury.
lvloreover, I think it is colossal hypocrisy to exclaim, "we are
HAUEAS CORPUS OPINIONS
shocked, positive!)' shocked," that a pe rson who lws pleaded
OPINIONS ON DENIAL OF STATE'S MOTION FOR RE- guilty pursuant to a negotia ted plea bargain would never do so
HEARING: EX PARTE \"lESLEY RONALD TULEY, No. 74,364, unless he were truly guilty and believed himself guilty. Who are
from Dallas County; !\'lotion 0\•erruled 7/2/03; Concurrin g we kidding? It is true that l'vl r. Tuley did sign and swear to a
Opinion: Price, joined by Cochran; Dissent: Keller; Dissent; form stipulation that "the following facts [tracking the indictment allegations] arc true and correc t and constitute the eviHen·ey, joined by Keasler.
dence in this case." He, of co urse, did no t design the form. It is
[" ~"Recall that Applicant pled guilty to sexual assault, but
was found actually innocent after the vi ct im recanted. The pros- certainly accurate to say that there was some evidence already
ec utor and judge agreed, and recommended that relief be admitted in the original trial that would support a finding that
granted. However, after the CCA filed and set the writ, the state the indictment allegations were true.
changed its tunc. Applicant won his freedo m (see 12/20/02 isAPPLICANT DENIED DUE PROCESS: EX PARTE
sue, or Jan/feb 2002 issue of \loicefor the Defwse), but the state
filed a rath er contentious motion (or rehearing, as Price's con- CHARLES ALBERT BARRY, No. 74,642, from 'fl1ylor County,
currence indicates.]
Relief Granted, 7/2/03; Opinion: Johnson, joined by Meyers,
Price's Concurring Opinion, joined by Cochran: The State Price, Keasler, Hervey, Holcomb and Cochran; Keller concurred
argues that we are required to conduct an independent exami- in result; Womack, dissented.
Applicant was convicted of possession of methamphetamine,
nation of the 1997 trial record because Elizondo requires it. first,
this argument comes too late in a motion for rehearing after enhanced b)' two prior felony convictions. Under a plea agreewritten opinion. If there were items that the State wanted this m ent, he was sentenced to three years confinement. He How
Court to review, it could have requested the convicting court contends that he was approved for release on discretionary
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mandatory supervision, but was not released on his scheduled Rule 705 is that the jury will consider the facts and data as subdate or given prior notice that the Board of Pardons and Pa- stantive evidence rather than as merely constituting the underroles ("Boa rd") was reconsidering its decision to release him.
lying basis for the expert's opinion. Allowing the defense to
HELD: Relief is granted. The trial court made findings of present the mother's statements to the jury would have entailed
fact and conclusions of law with respect to this writ applica- a danger that the jury would consider those statements as subtion and has included two affidavits, both from the assista nt sta ntive evidence. Moreover, Appellant's expert Dr. Cervantes
director of the review and release-processing section ofTDCJ's testified that he relied on the videotaped interview with
parole division. Those affidavits indicate that Applicant was Appellant's mother and stated som e of the facts from the interapproved for mandatory-supervision release and sent notice view that were the basis of his expert opinion. Given that testion April 9, 2002 that he would be released on his projected mony, Appellant did not need to present the actual videotaped
release date, July 2, 2002. However, Applicant was not released statements to show the jury that the expert was relying upon
on his scheduled release date because the 13oard subsequently significant information conveyed by Appellant's mother. The
withdrew its previous approval. The affidavits also state that proponent's need for the evidence - for a legitimate purposethe department records do not reflect that Applicant was noti- is a traditional factor in conducting a Rule 403 balancing test.
fied that the Board was reconsidering his Jelease. In Ex parte
b. The tape was admissible under the "Statement of PerGeiken, 28 S.W.3d 553, 560 (2000), CCA held that an inmate is sonal or Family History" exception, found in Rule 804(b)(3):
entitled to a meaningful opportunity to be heard by the Board Appellant contends that he m eets the showing of unavailabilbefore it makes a decision concerning his release. Meaningful ity because his mother is in Cuba, and he cannot procure her
opportunity to be heard means that the Board must provide an presence due to travel restrictions imposed by the U.S. governinmate with prior notice that the inmate is to be considered for ment and the lack of subpoena power over Cuban residents.
mandatory supervision release so that the inmate may then
HELD: The trial court did not abuse its discretion. Rule
make use of his ability to tender to the Board, or have tendered · 804(b)(3) permits admission of: (A) A statement concerning
on his behalf, information in support of release. Id., and Ex the declarant's own birth, adoption, marriage, divorce, legitiparte Shook, 59 S.W.3d 174 (Tex. Crim. App. 200 I). Because the macy, relationship by blood, adoption, or marriage, ancestry,
Board, without notice to Applicant, reversed its decision tore- or other similar fact of personal or family history even though
lease him, it denied him the required m eaningful opportunity declarant had no m eans of acquiring personal knowledge of
to be heard. The Board is ordered to reconsider Applicant for the matter stated; or (B) A statement concerning the foregoing
mandatory release and to provide him with timely notice of matters, and death also, of another person, if the declarant was
when such reconsideration will occur.
related to the other by blood, adoption, or marriage, or was so
intimately associated with the other's fa mily as to be likely to
DEATH PENALTY OPINIONS
have accurate information concerning the matter declared. The
matters testified to by Appellant's mother do not fall under Rule
YOSVANIS VALLE"· State, No. 74,137, from Harris County, 804(b)(3).
Affirmed, 7/2/03; Opinion: Keller, joined by Meyers, Womack,
c. Exclusion of the evidence violated his constitutional right
Keasler, Hervey, and Holcomb; Price & Johnson concurred in to due process: Appellant argues that under Chambers 1'. Misthe result; Cochran concurred in point eighteen and otherwise sissippi, 410 U.S. 284 (1972), a hearsay rule must b end when
joined.
the state has no sufficient basis for doubting the reliability of
Facts: No fact ual recitation is given.
the hearsay statemen t and it could have aided the jury in its
1. Exclusion of audio portion of videotaped interview: determination of a material issue.
Appellant's mother could not attend the trial because she was
HELD: The trial court did not err. In order for the excluin Cuba. The trial court suppressed the audio portion. Her tes- sion of defensive evidence to rise to the level of constitutional
timony via videotape concerned matters such as her own medi- error, the evidence must form such a vital portion of the case
cal problems, Appellant's difficulties in the Texas Youth Com- that exclusion effectively precludes the defendant from presentmission, Appellant's desire to leave Cuba, his lack of legal diffi- ing a defense. Potier 1'. State, 68 S.W.3d 657 (Tex.Crim.App.
culties in Cuba, and abuse inflicted upon Appellant by his step- 2002). Appellant was allowed to present evidence of his childfather. The evidence is hearsay, so must fall under a hearsay hood in Cuba. In addition, the videotaped interview without
the audio portion allowed the jury to see the living conditions
exception, o r it is inadmissible.
a. The tape was admissible as expert opinion testimony: TRE in Cuba. Appellant's brother, Gabriel Valle, also testified to some
70S( d) sets forth a balancing test for determining when other- of the same things as Cervantes. The eviden ce excluded by the
wise inadmissible evidence can be admitted when it is relied trial court contained some of the same information to which
upon by an expert in form ing opinions: evidence must be ex- Cervantes and Gabriel testified, but it also included statements
cluded if "used for a purpose other than as explanation, or that the mother had taken Appellant to a psychologist, he was
support for the expert's opinion outweighs their value as an never in any trouble while he was in Cuba, and he was abused
explanation or support or are unfairly prejudicial."
by his stepfather. The excluded evidence was relevant to the
HELD: The trial court did not abuse its discretion in de- mitigation special issue, but the exclusion of this evidence does
clining to admit the evidence under Rule 705. One of the great- not amount to a denial of the constitutional right to due proest dangers in allowing otherwise inadmissible evidence under cess. Fact that Appellant was not able to present his case in the
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form he desired does not amount to constitutional error when
he was not prevented from presenting the substance of his defense to the jury.
2. Denial of right to meaningful appeal: Appellant complains
the court reporter failed to record a bench conference in which
he objected to the state's punishment evidence. TRE 13.1 states
in part that the official court reporter must "attend court sessions and make a full record of the proceedings unless excused
by agreement of the parties." Under former Rules II (a)( 1) and
(2), a record was required only when requested by the trial court
or a party. The current rule therefore makes automatic a procedure that used to be conditioned upon a request. Appellant relied on Tanguma v. State, 47 S.W.3d 663,674 (Tex. App. Corpus
Christi 2001, pet. ref'd), which held that under the new rule the
defendant is not required to object to the court reporter's failure to make a full record.
HELD: Appellant has failed to preserve his complaint for
ftPlW!l. CCA disapproves of Tanguma's holding that the current rule dispenses with the requirement of an objection to
preserve error. An objection is still required. Appellant did not
object to the court reporter's failure to record the bench conferences, and he fails to allege he made such an objection at
trial.
PDR GRANTED IN JULY 2003
03-0324 STEWART, DAWN KURETSCH 7/02/03 S Bexar DWI
1. Did the appellate court err by holding that the trial court
improperly admitted Appellant's intoxilyzer test results?
2. Can intoxilyzer test results be relevant and admissible in a
driving while intoxicated case when the state offers no retrograde extrapolation testimony?
COURT OF APPEALS
IMPORTANT CASE: EVIDENCE- EXCITED UTTERANCESUSPENDED EXCITEMENT
APOLINAR V. STATE, 106 S. W.3d 407 (Tex.App.- Houston
[1'']2003)
Declarant, the victim of an assault, was unconscious for four
days afterwards. His daughter testified that when she talked with
him, he was angry and upset and then made a statement to the
effect that the defendant had assaulted him. State justifies admission of the statement as an excited utterance under rule
803(2). COA rules that the issue is not the time lapse between
violent act and the declaration or that the declarant was or was
not continually under the grips of the emotions caused by the
event. The issue, according to COA, is whether the declarant
had time to reflect on the event and possibly change his story.
Because the declarant here was unconscious the entire time, he
had no such possibility and thus could be said to be under the
grip of the event even if his excitement was "suspended" by his
unconscious state. Very strong dissent.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE - EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY TRASH
NILSON V. STATE, 106 S.W.3d 839 (Tex.App.- Dallas 2003 ).
Once a person places his trash jn the location for pickup by
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collectors, where it is accessible to the public, and likely to be
viewed by the public, that person no longer has an objective
reasonable expectation of privacy in the contents.
APPEAL- REMAND -SCOPE OF JURISDICTION
HAMPTON V. STATE, I06 S.\'\'.3d 846 (Tex.App.- El Paso 2003).
COA reverses conviction on two points. State files PDR on
only one point and upon which the CCA based its reversal and
remand to COA to consider whether the suppressed and untimely disclosed Bmdy evidence was material. Recognizing that
its prior alternative holding on which the State did not seck
review is still valid, COA, instead of insisting on its prior reversal, holds that it would not consider evidence ordered suppressed by undisturbed holding and then finds that Bmdy evidence was not material and affirms conviction.
IMPORTANT CASE: APPEAL - CERTIFICATE OF APPEALNOT DEFECTIVE
WALKER V. STATE, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App.- Waco, No.
10-03- 141-CR, 5/28/03).
Certificate of appeal under TRAP 25.2(d) recites that the
defendant has no right of appeal because he had waived his
appeal. Recognizing that some courts have treated this jssue as
giving the Appellant an opportunity to demonstrate that he
has grounds for appeal, this COA sides with four others and
holds that a certification of the Defendant's right of appeal is
not defective if it affirmatively states that he or she has no such
right. Correction under TRAP 37.1 is thus not warranted. The
certification must be taken at face value.
IMPORTANT CASE: DWI - RIGHT TO PRIVACY IN
MEDICAL RECORDS- GRAND JURY SUBPOENA PROCESS
TAPP V. STATE, 108 S.W.3d 459 ('lex.App.- Houston [14'h]
2003}.
COA holds that a defendant has no standing to object to the
grand jury's failure to properly comply with the Code of Criminal Procedure when it issues a subpoena duces tecum.
In a more important holding, the defendant argues that the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPPA) in effect preempts prior case law and mandates that a
patient's medical records be deemed private. Court does not
address issue because seizure occurred before the regulations
went into effect on 2/13/01. [***Editor's note: This is, however,
a pretty interesting issue that most of us should keep in mind.
Congratulations to Brian Wice for raising the issue.]
SEARCH AND SEIZURE - KNOCK AND ANNOUNCE EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES
BALLARD V. STATE, 104 S.W.3d 372 (Tex.App.- Beaumont
2003}.
COA emphasizes important of the knock and announce rule
and holds that to justify the failure to apply, the state must demonstrate exigent circumstances. That exigency requirement is not
satisfied by an officer's general statements that people who manufacture methamphetamine are almost always dangerous. The circumstances must be particularized to the facts of the case.

JUSTIFICATION- INSTRUCTIONS- USE OF FORCE
PRENGER V. STATE, 108 S.vV.2d 50 1('lex.App.- Houston
[14'h] 2003).
COA rules that whether a defendant subjectively believes that
restraint might be necessary to justi~· an instruction underTPC
§ 9.61 is not relevant to this case; the issue is whether nondead!)' force was used to restrain a child under the age of 18.
Only if that is the case does the court examine the subjective
belief to determine if it is reasonable.
DWI- QUALIFICATIONS OF PERSON TO DRA\'\1 BLOOD RETROGRADE EXTRAPOLATION
TORRES\~ STATE, 109 S.W.3d 602 Clex.App.- Port Worth
2003).
COA holds that the evidence established that a phlebotomist was qualified under the evidence to draw blood. Even
though a phlebotomist is not an occupation listed in
§724.0 l 7(a) of the Transportation Code as one automatically
qualified to draw blood for alcoh ol testing purposes, the state
may nevertheless adduce evidence to so establish those qualifications. Here evidence suflked. COA rejects requirement of
ret rograde extrapolation; the blood test results were admissible
without such evidence.
DNA- DENIAL OF COUNSEL - INTERLOCUTORY ORDER
FRY V. STATE,_ S.W.3d _ ('Icx.App.- Fort Worth, No.
2-02-207-CR, 6/5/03).
A defendant seeking DNA testing may not appeal the denial
of his right to court appointed cou nsel; that is an interlocutory
order which cannot be appealed.
IJ\,lPORTANT CASE: SEARCH AND SEIZURE - CHILD
PORNOGRAPHY - RIGHT TO PRIVACY TO COMPUTER
CONTENTS
ROGERS\~ STATE, _
S.W.3d _
(Tex.App.- San Antonio, 04-02-00451-CR, 6/11/03).
Defendant takes his computer with images of child pornography to repair shop who determine the computer to be infected with a virus; they tell defendant and he requests that computer and specifically jpeg images be backed up (jpegs means
photos). During various stages of these processes, the technician determined that at least one hundred images were pictures of child pornography. Computer ultimately seized.
State argues first that error not preserved because the defendant in motion to suppress did not identify at wh ich stage
of the process the images were seized. COA disagrees and rules
that the defense n eed not do so. A defendant challen ging the
seizure of evidence is not required to have evidence admitted;
by contributing to state's leverage in plea bargain process, court
may presume that at least to som e extent, the state has used the
contested evidence to obtain the defendant's plea.
COA cites to United States 1'. Bnrtlt, 26 F.Supp.2d 929, 932
(W.D. 'lexas 1998) and holds that examining a hard drive is
similar to examining a closed container; there is an expectation
of privacy and a warrant might well be required. It is not requ ired in the instant case because the defendant asked the tech
to back up his hard drive and thus gave up his expectation of

pnvacy.
finally, defense counsel gets a court order allowing him to
retrieve hard drive for examination by expert. DA goes to US
Attorney's office and gets AUSA to issue a warning that such
possession would be an offense but he does not threaten prosecution. AUSA claims no discover defense to federal statute.
Defense counsel gives up on issue and instead has expert examine the computer on the premises of sheriff's office. Because
of the latter issue, COA holds that there was no abuse of discretion in denying motion to dismiss.
FAILURE TO REPORT CHILD ABUSE- NO REQUIREMENT
Or ACTUAL ABUSE
PORTER V. STATE,_ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App.- Amarillo,
No. 07-0 1-0390-CR, 5/21/03).
Child left in van for several hours inadvertently; when discovered, she was hot and possibly dehydrated. An examination
revealed no injury. Defendant argues that because child sustained no injur}' that prosecution should not lie. COA holds
that statute makes no such requirement and holds that it only
requires a showing that the defendant has cause to believe that
the child's physical or mental health or welfare might be adversely affected by abuse or neglect. Leaving child in ho t car
sat isficd that requ irem en t.
DWI - SECOND OFfENSE - ENHANCEMENT - ELEMENT
OF OPPENSE
STli.TE V. MORGAN,_ S. W.3d _ ('Iex.App.- Beaumont,
No. 09-03-121-CR, 6/4/03 ).
COA holds that a prior DvVI used to elevate subsequent DWI
from a Class B misdemeanor to a Class A misdemeanor is an
clement of offense and not a enhancement allegation. Here,
state pled the prior as an enhancement and not as element of
offense; they sought pretrialmling ti·01n court that if successful at guilt/innocence, court would instruct jury that offense
was a Class A assuming proper proof of enhancement. Trial
court rules that it will not so instruct because the prior is an
clement of offense and state does not have it properly pled. COA
rules that that is a sufficient terminal ion of prosecution to grant
appellate court its jurisdiction and holds that prior is elem ent
of offense.
EVIDENCE - RULE 404(8) - ISSUE OF IDENTITY SIMILARITY OF OFfENSE
THOMAS v: STli.TE, _ S.W.3d _ (Tex.App.- Houston
[ 1"] No. 0 1-02-00260-CR, 6/12/03).
State introduces an extraneous offense to establish
defendant's identity as perpetrator; an issue which had been
raised by defense cross-examination of complainant. COA holds
that because the two victims were of approximately same age
(late sixties/early 70's), lived alone one half mile apart, had been
harassed for some time during same period (though no evidence showed who harassed them), the offenses occurred at
night, there was a peeping tom in same neighborhood (though
no showing it was the defendant) during sa me time period, is a
sufficient showing of similarity to justify conclusion that the
offenses bore a sig nature resemblance to one another. Dissent
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would hold error but error harmless.
HABEAS CORPUS -DOUBLE JEOPARDY - ADMISSI13ILITY
OF EVIlJENCE
EX PARTE TWINE,_ S. \'\1.3d _ ('iex.App.- fort Worth,
No. 2-02-360-CR, 6/I 2/03).
COA holds that trial court, in a pretrial writ hearing alleging that prosecutor deliberately caused mistrial thus, invoking
double jeopardy, erred by not allowing into evidence a transcript where the prosecutor made virtually the same argument
that provoked a mistrial in second case. Such testimony was
directly relevant to the issue before habeas court.
EVIDENCE - RULE 606(b)- CONSTITUTIONAL
GLOVER V. STATE, No.l0-01-227-CR (Tex.App.- Waco, 6/
11/03, not designated for publication).
COA holds that Rule 606(b) - the rule that prohibits evidence of jury misconduct is constitutional by relying on two
dubious sources: the Rose11thnll'. Poe mandamus action which
prohibited cameras in jury room and the federal equivalent of
606(b ). (Editor's note: Federal rule is substantially different,
however. State rule prohibits all such inquiry but allows counsel to contact jurors. Federal rule requires a showing to the district court that there has been misconduct before counsel may
contact jurors; once allowed testimony is admissible). r!l!!
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